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ABSTRACT

Though past research provides some evidence for dreams

having either a mastery or a compensatory funct ion in
adaptation to sLress, no study has entertained the
possibirity that dreams may serve both to master and to
compensate for a stressful situation" The present study was

designed to address the possibility that adaptation to
stress may be a dynamic process in which dreams operate both
to master and to compensate for stress.

Following an adaptation and a basetine night, subjects
were exposed to either an easy or a difficult "aptitude
test". Then, each subject recorded dreams and completed

mood assessments at home on six consecutive nights. The

dependent measures included pre- and post-test mood, prê-
and post-sleep mood, sê1f-report dream ratings, and dream

content. T tests, univariate repeated measures anaryses of
variance, multivariate analyses of variance (ueNov¡s) and

univariate F tests on significant MÀNovAs were conducted to
examine differences between the two treatment groups on the
dependent measures and to detect changes in mood and dream

measures across nights following the stress manipuJ_ation.

In addition, multivariate multiple Iinear regression
anaryses were performed to examine the relationship between

mood and dream ratings.

t-v



Pre- and post-test mood measures revealed that both
versions of the apt itude test induced stress in subjects,
Dream content ratings of treatment incorporation for the
difficult and easy test conditions showed a significant
change across successive post-stressor nights. For both
test conditions, there hTas a trend toward more treatment
incorporation in dreams across nights. subject ratings of
dreams did not significantly change across nights and did
not differ between treatment conditions. There was a

significant interaction betv¡een treatment group and post-
test night in the amount of expressed post-sleep affect.
The easy test subjects reported an initial increase and then

a decrease in negative affect across nights while the
difficurt test subjects expressed alternating levels of
negative affect across successive post-stressor nights.

It vras concluded that dreams

compensatory function in adapta

stressful intellectual activity.
that dreams oscillated between

avoidance) processes of dream

atta ined adaptat i on to the

served both a mastery and a

tion to stress following a

There was some speculation

mastery and compensation (or

function until the dreamer

st ressor . Some of the
difficurties associated with this study and the area of
dream research in general were revier+ed and suggestions were

made for further research.
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INTRODUCTION

Dreams have long intrigued and fascinated mankind.

countress speculations about their function have ranged from

the belief that the wirl of God is revealed in dreams
(sandford, 1958) to the conviction that dreams foretell the
future (Kramer, Winget, & Whitman, 1971 ). wirh rhe
publication of his monumental_ work, The Interpretation of
Dreams, Freud (1900/1953) focused attention on the possibte
function dreams may have in both protecting sleep and

disclosing the dreamer's inner concerns. Freud (1900/j953)

considered dreams to be both the "royal road to the
unconscious" and the "guardians of sleep". rn his view,
dreams, by disguising the true nature of taboo desires,
permit the discharge of psychic energy and all_ow the dreamer

to continue sleeping. considered in this manner, dreams

serve an adaptive function in that they gratify repressed
infantile wishes or fantasies while maintaining sleep.
Freud developed his notion of the function of dreams by

examining dream reports and rerating the content of the
dream to Iife events of the dreamer.

More recently, the discovery of rapid eye movement

(nnu) sleep (aserinsky & Kreitman, 'l 953) seemed to link the
experience of dreaming to an identifiabre physiological

1-



state (Dement & Kleitman,

impetus to the sc ient i f ic
dreams (Kramer, 1982).

2

These f indings gave

into the funct ion of

1957 ) "

inquiry

Based on evidence provided by morning dream reports
and by dream coll-ection foltowing REM period awakenings,
present-day theorists have proposed the notion that dreams

serve an adaptive function in dealing r+ith contemporary
stress and maintaining an individuaL's well-being (Breger,

1967; Brown & Donderi, 1986; Fisher, 1965; French & Fromm,

1964; Greenberg, Pearlman, Fingar, Kantrowitz, & Kawliche,
1970). some theorists suggest dreams may help the
individuar to master or handre a stressful experience by

arlowing the dreamer to inLegrate the event with similar
past, stressful experiences (..g., Breger, Hunter, & Lane,

197 1 ; Cartwr ight, Bernick, Borowi tz, & KI ing, 1969; Cohen &

Cox, 1975; Greenberg, pearlman, & Gampel, 1972) " Others
speculate dreams may augment or complement the stressful
contemporary event and thus help the dreamer adapt to the
situation by promoting psychological balance between waking

and sreeping experiences (e. g. , Bardridge , 1966¡ Foulkes,
Pivik, Steadman, Spear, & Symonds, 1967¡ Hauri, 1970).

Regardress of the spec i f ic process, dreams have been

implicated as serving an adapLive function in response to
stress.
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ConceÞt of Stress

Stress is a process in which environmentaL events or
forces, called stressors, threaten the individual' s

existence and well-being, causing the individuar to respond

to the threat (Baum, Singer, & Baum, 1 981 ) . The stress
react ion involves both physiorogical and psychological
processes whereby the individual perceives the threat, copes

with it and adapts to it-. This adaptation sequence is
continuously in operation since our lives reguire almost
constant adaptation to changes of either a graduar or sudden

nature. when these changes are minor, the individual might
adapt to them without being aware of the process. Though

the stress reaction clearry includes physiological processes
( for exampie, hormonaJ- changes and other endocrine
activities), it is the psychologicar processes that are of
more direct concern in the study of the adaptive function of
dreams in dealing with contemporary stress. For thi s

reason, the focus when considering the function of dreams in
adaptation to stress is on psychological issues (see Mason,
'1 968 , 1975; SeIye , 1973, 1979 f or the physiological aspecrs

of stress).

Psychorogical- approaches to the concept of stress
view psychological processes as instrumental in the onset of
stress and emphasize the importance of interpretation of
stressors in the stress response (u.g., Baum & Greenb€r9,

1975). The specific response to a stressor is determined by
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the individual's appraisal of the threat, harm or charlenge
presented by the event (Lazarus, 1966) " The individual not
onry responds to present dangers or threats but al-so to the
expectation of such events (wolr & GoodelI, I 96g ) .

Psychological stress may precede the actuar event, rast
longer, and continue after the event is past (Baum, singer,
& Baum, 1 981 ) . The specific appraisal of a stressor wirl
depend upon a number of factors, including prior experience
with the stressor and attitudes toward it (Lazarus, 1966).
when a situation is appraised as stressful- t ã stress
reaction is induced that causes the individuar to seek vrays

of coping and adapting to the demands of the situation. The

stress reaction cornpells the individual_ to achieve or
reinstate psycho]-ogicar barance by means of some form of
adaptive response. Àdaptation to stress is conceptualized
as beginning at the time of the disturbing event and

continuing while the individual is both awake and asleep
until he or she achieves some resorution of the stress
engendered by the st imulus event . Thus, iL may be

speculated that if stress is induced during the day then
subsequent dreams may play an instrumental_ role in the
individual's adaptation to the stressful event.

Dream Adaptation Theories

BasicalJ-y, the theories
function of dreams fall into two

1973): those proposing dreams

concern rng the adapt ive
broad categories (oallett,

have a "compensatory"



function;

function.
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"masteryt'and those suggesting dreams have a

The compensation hypothesis suggests that dreams
serve to compensate for an event by providing elements r+hich
are missing from waking experience. For exarnple, Jung
( 1933 , r974) suggested that, by compensating for waking
experience in fantasy, dreams restore psychological balance.
Dream content that is discontinuous or inconsistent with
elements of the waking stresssful s i tuat ion may
psychologically compensate for the event. Thusr êLements
complementary to those of a stressful_ event might appear in
a dream in order to promote psychorogicar balance. In this
wãy, dreams augment the waking experience and purportedì-y
help the individual adapt to the situation.

The mastery hypothesis (Cohen & Cox, I97 5;
Greenberg, PearIman, & Gampel, ]-g72) suggests that dreams
help the individuar to master or handre stressful
exper lences. According to this notion, dreams aid in
mastery by enabJ-ing the dreamer to find creative sorutions
to contemporary probrems. while the exact mechanism for
this process is not clearly articulated, the basic paradigm
postulates that incorporation of stressful elements al_Lows

or encourages the integration of current stress with memory

traces of successfur sorutions to similar past, stressful
experiences. Thus, the incorporation of stressful erements
in dream is often considered to be evidence of
funct ion (Kramer, 1 98 1 ) .

a mastery



Àlthough incorporation of stressful_
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elements
suggests the operation of a mastery function in dreams,
incorporation al-one does not necessarily signify that the
dream is futfirring a mastery function. For example , if
incorporation in dreams is serving a function, then some

change or conseguence should folrow the dream. However,
incorporation simply shows that the dream has been ar_tered
by a waking experience. The arteration or change in dream
content may be indicative of an underlying funcLion of
dreams that fac i r i tates mastery of the stressor .

rncorporation of stressfur elements in dreams therefore is
not necessarily equivalent to mastery but rather may be
evidence of the operation of a mastery function.

Compensat ion Hvpothes i s

support for the compensation hypothesis comes from
numerous studies r.¡hich examined the ef f ects of stressf uI 0r
unusual presleep experiences on dream content and structure
(saldridge, 1966¡ Bokert, r96g; De Koninck & Kourack, r97s;
Dement & Wolpert, I95B; Foulkes, pivik, Steadman, Spear, &

symonds ' 1967; Hauri, r97o; Kourack, r970; Kramer, whiLman,
Baldridge, & Ornstein, 1966; Newton, IgTO; Wood, 1962).
Some studies attempted to create a stressfur presreep
experience by depriving subjects of either food or drink
(gardridge , 1966; Bokert , l96g ) . rn Bokert ,s ( 196g ) study,
subjects were deprived of all fluids for 24 hours and given
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a thirst-inducing meal prior to going to sleep. During

sreep they were presented with a verbal stimulus (consisting

of the recorded phrase, "a coor dericious drink of water").
Bokert ( 1 968 ) round that water-deprived subjects whose

dreams contained overt reference to some form of
gratification of their thirst were less thirsty and drank

fess water in the morning than subjects whose dreams did not

consist of a theme of gratification" À similar finding was

obtained forlowing 24-hour food deprivation. Baldridge
(1966) mentioned an "obsessive reference to food" (p.j27s)
as a dream occurrence among food-deprived subjects. rn

these studies, the dreams can be interpreted as providing
some compensation for the deprivation.

other studies lend support to the possibiliLy that
dreams pray a compensatory rore in response to certain types

of physiologicaÌ events (Kramer, Whitman, Baldr idge, &

ornstein, r956; Newton, 1970 ) . After inject ing subjecLs

with a muscle reraxant and tranquirizer (meprobamate),

Kramer, whitman, Bardridge, and ornstein (rgee) found an

increase in motility in subjects'dreams. similarry, Newton

(1970) noted that recently paralyzed individuals reported
more physicar activity in Lheir dreams than individuals who

\^rere not paralyzed. In these cases, the dreams may have

individual for beingbeen providing compensation to the

deprived of movement.



I
wood (1962) tound that subjects sociaJ.ry isolated

for a day exhibited an increase in social content in their
dreams. rhe dreams associated r¡ith social deprivation
tended to involve groups of peopre talking in a sociable
fashion. It is possibre to interpret this dream occurrence
as compensation for the deprivation of social interactions.

rn a study by Hauri (rgi}), subjects who had engaged

in physical activity prior to sleep experienced dreams with
little reference to exercise while those subjects who had

worked on probrem sorving tended to have dreams which were

unrel-ated to this activity. similarly, Fourkes, pivik,
Steadman, Spear, and Symonds (tgSl ) collected compensation

dreams in young boys following the presentation of either a

film about baseball or a viorent western film. After the
western film, the dreams of the subjects contained fewer
themes of aggression or hostirity than forlowing the
baseball film.

These studies indicate dreams may serve a

compensatory function in adaptation to stress. Dream

content that is discontinuous or inconsistent with elements

of the waking stressful situation may psychologicarry
compensate for the event. By containing the element which
is missing from the waking experience, dreams may promote

psychological balance and fac i I i tate adaptat ion to the
waking stressful situation. Thus, the compensation

stress to be thehypothesis postulates adaptation to
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orestablishment and maintenance of psychological barance
equilibrium between waking and sleeping experiences.

Masterv Hvpothesis

In contrast to the compensation hypothesis, the various
mastery hypotheses (for a more complete review see Darlett,
1973) suggest that dreams help the individual to master or
handle probLems and stressful experiences. Theorists have
conceived and formulated the mastery function of dreams in
diverse ways. For exampre, Fisher (1955) took a crassical
psychoanarytic approach and envisioned dreams as a vehicre
for the discharge or furfirlment of unconscious wishes. The

cognitive view of Breger (1967) suggests dreams ,,serve to
integrate affectivery aroused material into structures
within the memory system that have previously proved
satisfactory in dealing with simirar material" (p.24). À

similar integration or "synthetic" function was proposed by
Greenberg, pilrard, and pearr-man (rg72). They speculated
that dreams al-1ow ego-threatening or conflicted feelings
aroused by waking experiences to interact with previously
repressed materials. Through thi s interact ion, the
individual gains access to previousry acquired patterns of
defense and adaptation to the stressful situation is able to
take place. viewed in this manner, dreams aid the
"adaptive, coping, mastering functions of the ego,,
(Greenberg, pearlman, & Gampel, I972,ì p.27).
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other information processing models use computer

analogies to describe a masLery function for dreams. Newman

and Evans (1965) suggest that dreams aid in the removar of
unnecessary programs or information from the active
processing system whereas spitz (1964) postulates that
dreams eliminate the day's residue of incompreted tasks and

activities from the system. Gaarder (t966) proposes that
dreams serve to edit recent information and submit important
new information into existing program structures. In his
ItPrr hypothesis, Dewan (1970 ) suggests dreams incorporate
elements of stressfur experiences as an integrar part of the
information processing system. I n contrast to the
information processing moders, the affect reguratory view of
Kramer and his associates maintains that dreams incorporate
erernents of the most emotionally intense activity of the day

as palt of a mood reguratory function (Kramer , 1gB1;

Piccione, Jacobs, Kramer, & Roth, 1977). Further, according
to this view, dreams help to determine waking affect (Kramer

& Roth,1973,1980). Though different in form, afl of these
mastery hypotheses have as a common foundation the premise

that dreams incorporate and manipurate el_ements from waking

experience and thus assist the individual to mast.er

stressful events.

The mastery notion receives support from some of the
studies which examined the effects of stressful presleep
experiences on dream content (Breger, Hunter, & Lane, rg71;
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Buck & walker, 1982; cartwright, Bernick, Borowitz, & Kling,
1969; Cartwright, Kasniak, Borowitz, & KIing, 1972i Cohen &

cox, 1975 i corlins, Davi son, & Breger, 1967; Greenberg,
Pearlman, & Gampel, 19i2; Koulack, LeBow, & church, 1976;

Koulack, Prevost, & De Koninck, 1985; McGrath & cohen, 19g0;

Pruyser, 1983; wilkinson, 1993; witkin & Lewis, 1955).
Àmong the studies using films as presleep stressors was that
of Coll ins, Davi son, and Breger ( 1 967 ) . They used a

subincision film and found that subjects who rated
themserves emotionally aroused by the film tended to dream

about it, usually in a symbolized fashion. witkin and Lewis
(1965) also used the subincision firm and reported el_ements

of the presleep firm often appeared in dreams, while
Goodenough, witkin, Lewis, Koulack, and cohen (1974) and

Goodenough, witkin, Koulack, and cohen (1975) using both the
subincision and a birth film reported an increase in anxiety
in dreams f ollowing the vi.ewing of those f itms.

Cartwright, Bernick, Borowitz, and KIing (1969)

showed pornographic firms to subjects before they went to
bed. Though the sleep records reveal-ed no evidence of
sleep-cycle changes, the content of dreams appeared to be

affected by the film viewing. Following the erotic fiIms,
there was a significant decrease in abiri.ty to recarl dream

content but an increase in the number of dreams involving
one person acting al-one. The incidence of dreams involving
exchanges between two same-sex people gradually increased
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over subsequent post-film nights but heterosexual_ dreams did
not regain their pre-film leveL until the fourth post-film
night. However, the amount of syrnbolic representation of
the film in dreams on arr post-firm nights was higher than
was expected, based on reports given by subjects who had not
seen the sex firm. In their dreams, subjects appeared to be

reviewing or working through material gleaned from the
presleep film, possibly in order to master the experience.

using a demanding intelrectual task as the stressor,
cohen and cox (1975) provided support for the mastery
rrot ion. They f ound that sub jects who incorporated el_ements

from the experimentaL situation in their dreams expressed a

marked positive change in "state of mind" (p.91) or affect
from presleep to postsreep mood. This was interpreted as

evidence that dreams serve a mastery function in adaptation
to stress. Though utilizing a stressor simil_ar to that used
by cohen and cox (197s), Koulack, prevost, and De Koninck
( 1 985 ) concl-uded that dream incorporat ion was assoc iated
with ress adaptation on awakening, rather than increased
adaptation. using anxiety level as a measure for adaptation
to stress, dream incorporation of elements from a stressful_
intellectuar activity appeared to read to more anxiety and

cognitive disturbance the next morning instead of less
affect. Koulack et al. ( 1985) tried to reconciLe the
discrepancies in their findings and those of cohen and cox
(1975) uy reference to procedurar differences between the
two studies 

"
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Dreams appearing to refr.ect a mastery function arso
have been reported f oì-rowing severar " rear i i f e,, stressf ul
experiences. Breger, Hunter, and Lane (1971 ) examined the
content of dreams of subjects who were participating in
sensitivity-group therapy sessions. The materiai_ aroused
during the stressful group sessions was incorporated and
worked through in dreams. I n compar i son to the i r basel ine
nights, the subjects rated dreams fo1ì-owing therapy sessions
as less pleasant. Breger et al. (1971) attributed the
negative affect to the impact of the group-therapy
experlence. More precisely, it is possible that the
negative feeling was indicative of the stress and conflict
engendered by the therapy sessions the subjects were
attempting to master in their dreams.

Breger et ar. (1971) ar-so investigaLed the dream
content of patients both before and after major surgery.
Themes of cutting and other surgical procedures dominated
thei r dreams. Material- from the stressful surgical
experlence appeared to be integrated with or assimilated
into an organized network of older memories which aLso were
present in the dream content. The authors concluded that it
is affect-related or emotionally arousing information of
personal relevance that one tends to dream about and that
dreams serve an adaptive function. They suggested that
psychologically aversive stimuli are transformed into forms
familiar to the dreamer which alrow him or her to integrate



the nev¡ st imul i by means of

adaptive in the past.
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mental processes that have been

I nterest ingry, in 1 993 , pruyser reported a dream

that he experienced on the fourth or fifth night following
coronary bypass surgery. He described the dream as a

"direct, affective experience" (p.555) in which material
from the stressful surgical experience appeared to be

integrated with older rnemories also present in the dream.

This suggests the dream was serving a mastery function in
adaptation to the stress engendered by the surgery.

There is additional evidence often cited as support
for the notion that dreams are invorved in the process of
handring and integrating stressfur experiences. For

example, Greenberg, pearlman, and GampeI (1972) found that
dreams reflected the war experiences among patients
suf f er ing f rom \.i ar neuroses. The pers i stence of \.¡ar dreams
(usua1ly in the form of nightmares or anxiety dreams) was

considered to be a reflection of the patient's continuing
attempt to deal with the war trauma and his continuing
failure to master it. According to Greenberg et ar. (1972),

a personarly relevant stressfur exper ience such as

participation in combat appears to elicit dreams involving
the same situation in order to help the individual adjust to
the traumatic experience. More recentry, Buck and walker
(1982) reported "recurrent and intrusive re-experiencing of
the (combat) trauma" (p.705) in dreams of vietnam veterans
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suffering from posttraumatic stress disorder
lker, 1981a, 1981b, and Walker & Cavenar, 1gg2),

simi 1ar1y, wilkinson ( 1 983 ) reported that many

peopre present during the collapse of the skywalk of a hotel
subsequently dreamed about the event or had nightmares about

other kinds of disaster. The presence of these dreams can

be interpreted as evidence that dreams served to help these
people gain mastery over the stress aroused by the disaster
situation"

These studies which indicate a mastery function for
dreams in adaptation to stress focus on dreams incorporating
and manipulating eLements from waking experience. In the
mastery f ormul-ation of adapcation to stress, d.reams herp the
individual to work through the stressful experience by

presenting or rehearsing elements of that event. rt should
be noted this is in direct contrast to the compensation

notion which suggests dreams promote psychologicar balance

by presenting elements that are either comprementary to or
discontinuous with those of the waking experience.

Masterv-Compensatorv Model

The studies cited
dreams having either a

Typically, these two

exclusive. To date,

possibiJ.ity that dreams

above provide some evidence for
mastery or a compensatory function.

not ions are viewed as mutually
no study has entertained the

may serve both to master and to



compensate for a stressful situation. It
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is conceivable
that an individual wirl experience both mastery and

compensatory dreams as part of adaptation to a given
stressor. There may be a development or structuring of
dream content to aid adaptation foì-rowing a particular
stressful- situation. ï n other words, adaptat ion may

commence at the time of the stressful event and continue
whire the individuat is both awake and asleep. viewed in
this manner' adaptation to stress is an on-going process,
active at various leveIs of consciousness.

rn this conceptuarization, the dynamic process of
adaptation to stress would invol-ve two phases. rnitiarly,
the individual may attempt to work through, rehearse or
master the stressor. Àt this phase one might expect dreams

to refrect these attempts by containing incorporations of
the stressor, along with negative affect (or anxiety). As

the adaptation process continues¡ some degree of mastery may

be attained and a need to compensate for the stressor (and

possibly the stressful aspects of the dreams themserves) may

become dominant. At this point, one wourd expect dreams to
refrect the compensation process; that is, dream content
wourd be complementary to the stressful event and preasant
in nature. By thi s two-fold process, a balance or
equilibrium may be reinstated and the individual may be

better abre to adjust to the stressfur situation. Hence,

adaptation to stress is here conceptualized as an on-going



dynamic process starting
the stressful situation
individual' s wak ing and

achieves some resolution
stressor "
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at the time of the occurrence of

and cont inuing through the

sleeping life until_ he or she

to the conflict engendered by the

The notion that dreams may serve both to master and

to compensate for a stressful situation during adaptation is
consistent with the disruption-avoidance-adapLation moder

proposed by wright and Koulack (1997). According to this
model, dream content may be al-tered by an antecedent
stressful waking experience. Incorporation of el_ements of
the stressful- experience may represent attempts to obtain
mastery of the event. However, the process of dreaming

about the stressful event may itself be stressful and so the
individuaì- may then experience dreams that are unrerated or
comprementary to the st ressor as a r./ay of avoiding and

obtaining temporary relief from the disruptive m.aterial.
That is, mastery (or disruptive) d.reams are replaced by

pleasant ( or avoidance ) dreams in order to achieve
equilibrium or homeostasis. I f the individual has not
successfurry dealt with the stressor, then dreams wirl again
address the stressful event in an attempt to master the
st ress . This oscillation between functions of dream is
postulated by wright and Kourack ( 1 987) to continue until
the individuar is able to obtain some sort of resolution of
the stress.
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Support for Mastery-Compensatorv Model

Although t as aLready mentioned, previous research has

not been designed to examine a possibre interrelationship
between the mastery and compensatory function of dreams,
there i s some indi rect, fragmentary evidence which i s
consistent with this notion. Bokert's ( 1 96g ) study in which
subjects were water-deprived for a day suggests that dreams

serve both a mastery and a compensatory function following a

presreep stressful experience. Forlowing water deprivation,
subjects reported an increase in thirst-rel_ated dream
content, reffecting a continuation of the same state which
had prevailed prior to sleep. In addition, subjects whose

dreams contained overt reference to some form of
gratification were less thirsty and drank less water in the
morning than subjects whose dreams did not consist of a

theme of grati fication. Thus, dream reports contained
evidence of a mastery process which incorporaLed elements
from the waking deprivation experience and suggest the
operation of a compensatory process which provided
grat i f icat ion in dreams.

similarJ.y, the findi-ngs of a study by De Koninck and

Kourack ( 1975) suggest that dreams may serve both a

compensatory and a mastery function. In this study, a film
showing industrial accidents was presented to a group of
subjects before sleep at night and again in the morning. rt
was hypothesized that subjects who experienced more anxiety-
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1minfused dreams and more dream content rerated to the fi
wouLd exhibit better mastery of the presreep stress,
measured by l-ess emotionarity following a morning viewing of
the f i ]m. Contrary to the prediction, sub jects r+ho

exhibited more emotionality at the morning firm presentation
tended to be those who had more dream incorporations of firm
elements. Thus, film incorporation was associated with
1ess, rather than greater, mastery of the experimental
stress. The authors noted that the findings appeared more

consistent with the compensation hypothesis than with the
mastery hypothesi.s, since the subjects who did not dream

about the film tended to be l-ess affected by the film at the
morning presentation. However, the occurrence of anxiety at
the second firm presentation among subjects who had

incorporated film el-ements into their dreams might have been

an indication that the adaptation process lras not as yet
comprete f or these part icul-ar sub jects. r f more t ime had

intervened beLween the two firm presentations for these
subjects, then it is possible that adaptation to stress
would have been accomplished and their dreams wourd have

been preasant in nature with little reference to the
stressfur film presentation. Therefore, cêrtain aspects of
the study indicate that adaptation to stress in dreams

occurs by means of a compensation or possibly
mechanism while other aspects indicate that
process cannot be entirely discounted.

an avoidance

a mastery
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Àdditional evidence of both a mastery process and a

compensatory process operating in dreams can be found in
carLwright, Bernick, Borowitz, and Kring's (1969) study of
the effect of an erotic film on the dreams of young men.

The increase of symbolic representation of the firm in
dreams is consistent with the mastery notion whereas the
gradual change in dreams containing one character acting
alone to exchanges between pairs of individuals supports the
compensation notion. That is, subjects appeared to be

reviewing or working through elements of the presleep film
in dreams' possibly in order to master the experience, and
later their dreams seemed to compensate for that experience.
Dreanrs of a single character, followed by an increase in
dreams with same-sex characters in them may represent a

compensatory process which complemented the material of the
film. The presence of heterosexuaL dreams after several_
post-film nights may indicate Lhe re-establishment of
psychological baLance and successfur adaptat ion to the
stressful film.

Masterv-compensatorv rnterpretation of Extant Research

I f Lhe proposed mastery-compensatory model of
adaptation to stress is a valid portrayar of dream function,
then research previously presented in support of either the
compensation hypothesis or the mastery hypothesis shourd be

interpretable within this framework. rndeed, this is the
case "
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rn accordance with the mastery-compensatory model,

studies which are suggestive of a compensatory function of
dreams provided ample time for mastery of the stressor Lo

have occurred prior to sampling dream content. For example,

Newton (1970) found that recentry paral_yzed individuars
described more physical activity in their dreams than

individuars r+ho v¡ere not paralyzed. Atthough dreams were

not collected immediately after the onset of pararysis, one

may speculate that dreams from this period probably wourd be

replete with injury incorporations in an attempt to master

the disability. The paralyzed individuals in this study had

been disabled a mean of 155 months (or 13 years) with a

range of eight to 422 months (35 years) since the onset of
the disability. Àfter a minimum period of eight months,

paralyzed people would presumably have had time to master

and adjust to some extent to this stressful disability
during the waking state and in their dreams. Hence, only
compensatory dreams would be required to complete adaptation
to the stressor. As the durat ion of the di sabi I i ty
increased and adaptation progressed, there would be less
need for compensatory dreams. rndeed the longer the
individual had been disabled, the fess physical activity
occurred in their dreams, suggesting that physicalry active
dreams ultimately became unnecessary once adaptation to the
disability had been achieved.
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( 1 980 ) examined the effects of a weight
reduction program on the dream content of obese women. The

study obtained a non-sLgnificant difference between dieting
and non-dieting obese peopre for dream incorporation of
elements from the stressful- diet regimen. However , thi s

finding does not eliminate the possibility that both mastery
and compensatory dreams operated to aid the subjects in
adaptation to the diet stressor. The study was designed
only to examine dream content after the subjects had been

exposed to the diet schedule for at least four weeks. It
would not be unreasonable to assume that subjects had ample

time to master and adjust to the stressor duri.ng the month-

long treatment period. In addition, alI the subjects had

previous experiences with dieting and so may have mastered
this type of stressor prior to the study.

other studies obtaining compensatory dreams utirized
stressors that might require rittle mastery before subjects
reach the compensation phase in adaptation to the stress
(u.g., FouIkes, pivik, Steadman, Spear, & Symonds, 1967;

Hauri, 1970) . These studies did not use intensive
personally rerevant emot ionar stressors which wourd

presumabry result in the need to work through the stressful
experience. Foulkes, pivik, steadman, spear, and symonds
(1967 ) presented either a documentary basebarl firm or a

I.Testern f i lm depict ing I ndians and settlers to young boys

before sleep" Dreams folrowing the basebarl fil_m contained

The r oux
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more themes of aggression or hostility than those follorving
the western. Because the material of these films was not
difficult to understand and was non-threatening to subjects,
mastery of these films might have been completed before the
dreams were collected. Subjects sometimes experienced
several reratively brief initial episodes of REM sleep
lasting less than 10 minutes; however they were not awakened

for a dream report untir 10 minutes after the onset of a REM

period. Thus, the nature of the stressful stimuli and the
possible occurrence of short dreams prior to dream

collection can account for the absence of mastery dreams.
Non-hostile, preasant dreams forlowing the western firm may

have provided compensation for the viorent elements present
in that film.

similarly, the use of presreep activities that may

neither carry a high emotional varence for the subjects nor
are threatening to them may account for Hauri's (1970)

finding of compensatory dreams among subjects who engaged in
either physical activity or studying prior to sreep. rn
addition, dreams were not corl-ected for several hours
following the presreep activity. Given the nature of the
presleep tasks and the fact that subjects v¡ere never asked

to report a dream until a minimum of 3 1/2 hours of sleep
had occurred, the material aroused by the presreep activity
may have been mastered before dreams were collected, reaving
onJ-y a compensation requirement for the completion of
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adaptation to the presreep experience. Hence, subjects who

had exercised prior to sreep experienced dreams r+ith little
reference to physical activity whire those subjects who had

studied and solved probr-ems tended to have dreams which were
unrelated to this activity.

other studies which reported compensatory dream

content manipulated the stressors in such a way that their
effectiveness as threatening or stressful stimuli may have
been cil-uted and thus the time period needed by subjects to
master the engendered stress may have been reduced (u.g.,
Baldridge , 1966; Kramer, whitman, Bardridge, & ornstein,
1966; wood, 1962). when subjects were tord the duration of
the deprivation period before the start of the experiment,
Baldridge (19G6) noted an "obsessive reference to food,,
(p.1275) in d.reams among food-deprived subjects, suggesting
the operat ion of a mastery process. The informat ion
provided by Baldridge may have made the deprivation
experience less threatening by giving subjects the abilíty
to predict the end of deprivation (cf. , cohen, GÌass, &

Phillips , 1977; Gatchel, 1 990; GIass, Singer, & pennebaker,

1977). Hence this form of control through prediction may

have facilitated mastery over the stressor. It is arso
possible that the categories for scoring dream content did
not cJ-early distinguish between eÌements that suggest a

mastery function (for example, themes of being hungry) and

those that indicate a compensatory funct ion ( such as
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references to eating food). Thus, this study does not
elirninate the possibility that a rnastery process, as well as

a compensatory process operated during adaptation to the
deprivation stressor.

Two additionar studies provided subjects with
information concerning the nature and conditions of the
stressor to which they wourd be subsequently exposed
(Kramer, whitman, Baldridge, & ornstein, 1966¡ wood, 1g62).
Providing information about the stressor possibly instirled
in subjects some sense of control that reduced tha amount of
stress they wourd need to master in order to adapt to the
situation" Kramer, whitman, Baldridge, and ornstein (1966)

briefed subjects concerning the effects of meprobamate and
found an increase in motirity in subjects' d.reams following
an injection with the muscl-e reraxant and tranquirizer.
similarJ-y, wood (1962) informed subjects that they woui_d

each spend a day in soritary confinement and then obtained
dreams containing an increase in social content. Thus, the
specific conditions of administering these stressors may

have faciritated the mastery process by providing subjects
with information about the stressor (a procedure which also
might have permitted subjects to prepare for the effects of
the stressor before it was experienced). As a result,
mastery of the stress nay have been accomplished relatively
rapidly reaving onry the compensatory process evident when

the dreams were collected.
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rn contrast to studies suggesting a compensatory

function for dreams, all the studies indicating a mastery

function examined dreams folrowing intensive, emotional
stressors, which appear to be difficurt to master (e.g.,
Breger, Hunter, & Lane, 1971; Cohen & Cox, 1975; ColIins,
Davison' & Breger, 1967; Greenberg, pearrman, & Gamper,

1972; Kourack, Prevost, & De Koninck, 1985; witkin & Lewis,
1 965) . Fotlowing an intense, affect-ladened or emotionarry
arousing stressor, dream content consistent with the mastery

notion may be evident for a relativery long tirne period,
reflecting the individual's continuing struggle to master

the stress and confl ict engendered by the stressor.
Greenberg, Pearl-man, and GampeI (1972) monitored dreams

depicting war experiences among patients suffering from war

neuroses. Describing the patient with a war neurosis as an

"individual- whose overwhelmed ego is struggring with a

recent, unmastered trauma" (p.28), these authors interpreted
the persistence of war dreams as evidence of the patient's
continuing attempt to deal with the war trauma. Since

mastery over the stress had not yet been attained, dreams

did not contain erements complementary to the war

experiences. However, it is possible that once a patient
had worked through his war experiences, dreams r+ould reflect
a compensatory function r âs' part of the continuing
adaptation process. À similar explanation can account for
Breger, Hunter, and Lane's (i97 1 ) r inding that material
aroused during sensitivity-group therapy sessions dominated
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surgical procedures appeared

ents " That i s, personaliy

information from the presleep

worked through in dreams,

to master the stressful
for the stressor could begin

similarly ¡ àfter viewing graphic subincision or
birth fiIms, subjects tended bo incorporate elements of the
f ilm in their dreams (collins, Davison, & Breger, 1967;
wítkin & Lewis, 1955). The material shown in both firms was

rated by subjects as emotionarry arousing (corrins et ê1.,
1967) and the subincision firm eticited strong physioJ_ogical

reactions from male viewers (witkin & Lewis, .]965). These

arousing, emotional-ly-charged stressors were followed by

dreams containing elements of the films consistent with the
mastery notion" rt is speculated that, given either more

time and/or less affect-radened stressors, dreams woul_d

revear elements compJ-ementary to the stressful stimuli, as

evidence of a compensatory process folJ_owing the mastery
phase in adaptation to stress.

Cohen and Cox ( I

Koninck (1985) gave

intellectual act ivi t ies

intellectual tasks were

threatening to subjects

975) and Koulack, prevost, and De

university students ego-involving
to do before going to sleep. The

specificaJ-ly designed to be ego-

and to arouse anxiety and unpleasant
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rnstructions informed subjects that the task
reflected intellectual potentiar since the items of the test
had been derived from common inter-ligence tests and college
students were suppose to finish the test with rel_ative ease.
Àfter v¡orking on the very difficurt test items, subjects
reported dreams incorporating eLements from the experimental
situation. Thus I a stressor developed to invol_ve and

challenge the subject's ego was immediately forrowed by

dreams which appeared to be reviewing the stressful
experience, possibly in an attempt to master the anxiety and

cognitive disturbance caused by the emotionally charged
stressor. compensation dreams might be expected to follow
mastery dreams in order to compJ_ete the re-establishment of
the ego's integrity in adaptation to stress.

rn summary, when the specific nature of the stressor
and the conditions surrounding the administration of the
stressor to subjects are examined, existing research which
supports either a mastery function or a compensatory
funct ion of dreams can be re-interpreted rvithin the
framework of a mastery-compensatory model of adaptation to
stress. The affect associated with the stressor and the
subject's knowredge concerning the nature and duration of
the stressor appear to partry determine the amount of stress
and material that the subject must master before dreams

assume a compensatory function in adaptation to stress. rn
addition, the deray following the presentation of a stressor



before dreams are collected may he

dreams reflecL a mastery or a

Therefore, the mastery-compensatory

stress can accommodate and interpret
research.
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Ip to determine whether

compensatory function.

model of adaptation to

the findings of extant

dysphoric, metaphorical,
(p. 1 03 ) . The relevance of

Contributinq Factors

Àlthough dreams may serve both Lo masLer and to
compensate for a stressful situation, the specific content
of a given dream in response to stress may be dependent upon
an intricate matrix of factors. The personality of the
individual, the personal rerevance of the stressor to the
individual, and, the nature and duration of the stressor all_
may influence mani fest dream content subseguent to a

stressful experience.

For exampre, cohen and cox (197s) found dreaming to
be a representational process which reflects personality and
presleep situations. Specifical-1y, they identified
neuroticism as a determinant of dream content forlowing
stress. rndividuals scoring high on a neuroticism scar_e

Ì'¡ere more susceptible to presleep stress as measured by
subsequent dream recarl and affect than individuals scoring
1ow on neuroticism. The authors suggested that "stress
tends to affect a general. transformation of sreep and waking
fantasy toward more bizarre,
indirect forms of expression"
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has been Iargely unexplored. Nevertheless
certain aspects of personality temper

foLlowing stress (see afso McGrath & Cohen
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fest dream content

, it appears as if
the dream process

, 1980).

As well as personarity factors, a person's reaction
to stress may be related to his or her cognitive appraisat
of the situation. Lazarus, speisman, Mordkoff, and Davison
(1962) noted that a person must perceive a stimur-us as a
threat to his or her wer-fare in order for stress responses
to occur. The nature of the stimulus, the person's past
experiences and his or her mode of interpreting events arl
effect cognitive appraisal of a situation. Cognitive
appraisar has been demonstrated by speisman, Lazarus
Mordkoff , and Davi son (1964) to be instrumental i

,

n

determining the amount of stress resulting from a situation.
Thus, if an individual interprets a stressful situation as
personally relevant to himself or herserf, a stress reaction
can be expected.

Besides personar rerevance to the individuar, the
nature of a given stressor might. effect stress reactions and
in turn, dream content. For instance, exposure to a

ccntinuous or chronic stressor (such as sociar isolation or
a diet regimen) might allow the individuat to institute an

adaptive mechanism which aids in adjustment to the chronic
stressor. conceivably, in response to a chronic stressor,
the adaptive mechanism begins to operate during the waking
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state and continues the adaptive process into sleep and

dreams in order to resoLve any conflict initiated by the
stressor" when a stressor is present over an extended
period, a working through or mastery of the stress might be

attained. rf mastery of the stressor has occurred, then
mastery dreams wourd no ronger be required to promote

adaptation to Lhe stressor. Compensating dreams, however,
may still be needed to compensate for the stressor and

possibly for the mastery process itself. Hence,

compensating dreams but not mastery dreams may be evident
when an individuat has experienced a stressor for a

relatively long time. Conversely, the presentation for a

rel-atíve1y short duration of acute stressor (for example, an

emotionally arousing fitm or a demanding interlectual
activity) might result in the individuar seeking to overcome

or master the acute sLressor. If the individual has not had

sufficient time to master the stress while awake, then the
adaptation process of mastering the acute stressor might
continue into s1eep. Dream content may partiarry reveal
this adaptation process by refrecting erements indicative of
working through or mastering the stressful event.

stress is conceptualized

in i t iated following the

is continued through the

i fe unt i I the confl ict
The precise content of

In summaryf adaptation to
as an on-going process which is
occurrence of a stressful event and

individual's waking and sleeping I
aroused by the stressor is resol_ved.
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ress may be tempered by numerous factors
personality of the individual, the

ressor to the individual, the duration of
the elapsed time since the stressor was

Home versus Laboratory Dreams

Without exception, the studies described above were
conducted in the laboratory, Thi s pract ice has been
criticized because the laboratory environment itserf might
distort and alter the quality of the dream experience.
Several authors have suggested that dreams collected in the
laboratory are not representative of dreams which occur in
the more naturar home environment (Domhoff, 1g6gi Domhoff &

Kamiya, 1964; Weisz & FouIkes, 197O).

Three major sLudies have indicated that there are
differences between home and raboratory dreams (Domhoff &

Kamiya, 1964i Halr & van de castle, 1966; weisz & FouJ_kes,
1970). Home dream reports were corlected either by asking
subjects to record any dream which they courd recar_r upon
awakening in the morning (Domhoff & Kamiya, 1964; HaI1 & van
de castle, 1966) or by asking subjects to set an ararm crock
for a certain tirne and to record any dream which. courd be
recalled when the ar.arm crock sounded (weisz & Fourkes,
1970) " Domhoff and Kamiya (1964) reported a greater number
of sexuar and aggression/misfortune elements in home dreams,
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tendency for
impulse-related content to occur in the home sett ing.
However, bizarre elements (..g., animals talking, inanimate
objects becoming animate) were more frequentJ_y reported in
the laboratory setting than the home setting (Domhoff &

Kamiya, 1964) 
" Home reports have been characterized as

being more "dramatic" (uatt & van de castle, 1966), ,,vivid,,

and "spicier" (Domhoff ç Kamiya , 1g64) while laboratory
reports have been termed "prosaic" (Hatt & van de castre,
1965). Furthermore, Domhoff and Kamiya (1g64) observed thar
the laboratory situation is 1ike1y responsible for an

increase in dream themes about "s1eepiD9,,, ,'printed
material" and other activities which can be construed as
Laboratory incorporation. Thus, it appears that the setting
and conditions under which dreams are corrected infl_uence
dream content.

Because dream content seems to be affected by the
setting, the method and conditions of correcting dream
reports must be carefulry selected in a study. If the
specific content of dreams in relation to an experimentaL
manipulation is the matter of interest, then it is necessary
to minimize the effect of any extraneous factors upon
dreams" since the rab setting per se has been shown to
i n f l-uence dream content

experimental design ut

than lab reporting.

,i
ili

t would be prudent to implement an

zing home-dream reporting rather
This is especially true if
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Home dream reporting al_so offers the poss

dreams are 1ike1y to be more charged or
at home (Domhoff & Kamiya, 1964) which

study of adaptation to stress in dreams.

1n

ible
emot

may

1ltJ=

a given study"

advantage that

ona I 1y-ladened

facilitate the

Examininq the Mastery-Compensatorv Model

As previously mentioned, the proposal that adaptation
to stress might involve both mastery and compensation dreams
in certain stressful circumstances is consistent with the
scant data available. However, extant research has neither
addressed nor pursued the possibility that adaptation to
stress may be an evorving or dynamic process. The present
study was designed to examine this issue.

subjects v¡ere exposed to a stressful interr_ectual
activity and their dreams and mood were monitored for
severaL nights fotlowing the stress treatment. By sampling
dreams for more than one night following presentation of the
stressor, it v¡as possible to determine if the nature of
the dream content changed as adaptation to the stress
progressed. This can be conceptualized as rnapping the
decay of the stress reaction aroused by the experimental
treatment " This procedure promised to provide the
opportun i ty Lo examine the proposed interrerat ionship
between mastery and compensatory functions of dreams and

adaptation to stress.
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The appearance of adaptation to stress in d.reams is
necessarily dependent upon the effectiveness of Lhe

stressor" To ensure that the stressor would indeed induce a

stress reaction, the present study attempted to maximize

the treatment ef fect by preselecting subjects who were

1ike1y to be susceptible to presreep stress (cohen & cox,
1975) and by choosing a stressor personarly rel_evant to the
subjects (Greenberg, pearlman, & Gampel, 1972; speisman,
Lazarus, Mordkoff, & Davison , 1964) . capitalizing on the
f indings of Cohen and Cox ( 1 975 ) ttrat individuals sel-ected
for high neuroticism show more dream recall and affect
following presJ-eep stress than individuars selected for 1ow

neuroticism (also see cohen , 1g74a, rg74b), the subjects
individuars with a high neuroticism score on thewe re

Maudsley personarity Inventory. Às demonstrated by several-
studi.es (u. g. , cohen & cox , 1975¡ Koulack, prevost, & De

Koninck, 1985; McGrath & cohen, 1980), a demanding or ego-
threatening intellectual activity is stressful to subjects
who are un i vers i ty students . For thi s reason r ân

intellectual "aptitude test" was utirized as

stressor.
a presleep

Two versions of an "aptitude test" were used in
this study. A demanding or difficult aptitude test served
as the stressor for the experimentaJ- group while an easy
aptitude test was given to the control group. In
accordance with the suggested dynamic reLationship between
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dream content and adaptation to stressf it was expected that
the dreams of the subjects receiving the difficurt test
wourd undergo a conLent change as adaptation progressed.
rmmediately folrowing the stressfur interrectuar act ivity,
the dreams vrere expected to consist of content indicative of
the mastery functioni i.e., content incorporating erements
from the experimental condition. rn addition, it was
expected that mastery dreams wour.d be accompanied by
increased negative affect, as assessed by reports of
anxiety, depression, and distrust on a mood adjective
checkrist and on a dream rating scar-e. As adaptation took
p1ace, the dreams were expected to become more p]_easant and
to refrect a compensatory process. unlike the dreams and
mood of the subjects exposed to the difficur-t test, the
dreams and mood of the easy test subjects were expected to
have little if any negative affect immediatery after the
presentation of the stressor. The dreams were expected to
consist of either neutral 0r compensatory themes. Because
the subjects may have experienced mild stress from the very
fact that they were part of an experimentar- procedure, it
was thought, that compensatory dreams may be present.

Hypotheses

Thus, the experimental- hypotheses were as follows:
H1; subjects administered the difficult Lest version

will exhibit more incorporation of the stressor
in dreams on post-test Night 1 than subjects
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given the easy test version.

H2z subjects given the difficult test will rate their
dreams on post-test Night 1 as more unpleasant
on the Dream Rating scal-e than subjects administered
the easy test "

H3: subjects who receive the dif f icurt test r+i1r

express more negative affect on Lhe post-s1eep

Mood Àdjective Checklist on post_test NighL 1

than subjects given the easy test.

H4: The difficult test subjects will exhibit
a change in treatment incorporation in dream

content across nights whire the easy test subjects
wiII not show a change. Specifically, Lhe

difficult test subjects will report more

treatment incorporation immediatery. forrowing
the stress manipuration than on baseline and

then will show ress treatment incorporation
across successive post-test nights. The easy

test subjects will shov¡ Iittle or no change

in the amount of incorporation in dream

content across nights.

H5: The difficult test subjects wirr experience
a change in dream pleasantness across nights while
the easy test subjects will not report a change.

specificalì-y, the difficurt test subjects witl
experience less pleasant dreams immediately follor+ing
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H6:

H7:

the stress manipulation than on baseline and then
report more pleasant dreams across successive
post-test nights, as shown by Iower unpleasant
scores on the Dream Rating Scale on successive
post-test nights. The easy test subjects will
experience littl_e or no change in dream

pleasantness across nights.

The difficult test subjects will express

a change in negative affect across nights
while the easy test subjects will not report
a change. Specifically, the difficult test
subjects will express more negative affect
on the post-sleep Mood Adjective Checklist
immediately following the stress manipulation
than on basetine and then report less negative
affect across successive post-test nights.
The easy test subjects will show little or no

change in negative affect across nights.

Subjects adrninistered the difficult test
will report more incorporation of the stressor
in dreams on each post-test night than subjects
given the easy test.

H8: subjects who receive the difficurt test wirl
rate their dreams more negativery on the Dream Rating
scare on each post-test night than subjects given
the easy test 

"
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H9; Subjects administered the difficult test
will report more negative affect on the post-sleep
Mood Àdjective Checklist on each post-test night
than subjects given the easy test,



METHOD

Sub'iec t s

A total of 216 male undergraduates enrolled in an

introductory psychotogy course at the university of Manitoba

completed the Maudsley Personal ity Inventory (¡,tpl ) and a
questionnaire assessing their sleep habits and primary

language. The MPI of onry those individuals who indicated
English as their first language was scored. Tn accordance

with Cohen and Cox (1975), individuals scoring in the top
quart i 1e of the MPr neurot ic i sm scare di s tr ibut i on

(scores>34) v¡ere considered high scorers and etigible to
serve as subjects in the study. Thirty-nine men displayed a

score on the neuroticism scal-e within this acceptable range.

Eligible individuals were contacted and asked to participate
in a study concerning the relationship between intellectual
functioning and dreams. of the 35 individuals contacted, 33

agreed to participate. These individuals ranged in age from

18 to 23 years, with a mean age of 19.7 years. credit
toward a course requirement for research participation was

assigned to all participants who compreted the selection
questionnaire and a cash payment of $35 was given to
subjects who participated in the actual study.

40
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ExperimentaL Desiqn

subjects were randomly assigned to the "difficult', or

to the "easy" test condition and run in groups of six
subjects. The subjects in each of the conditions recorded

dreams at home on a total of eight nights. Dreams were

obtained from all subjects for the first three nights
following the test and at least two of the post-test nights
4 to 6. Thus, the repeated measures design consists of two

groups with 15 subjects in each group who recorded dreams on

two pre-exper imental t reatment nights (which served as

adaptation and baseline nights) and then on six consecutive
nights after the experimental_ treatment. Though previous
studies have varied from arrowing no nights for adaptation
to the experimental setting (u.g., cohen & cox, ilgTs) to
implementing as many as three nights of adaptation (u.g.,
Àntrobus, Fein, Jordan, Ellman, & Arkin, LgTg) , Fourkes,
Pivi k, Steadman , Spear , and Symonds (1967 ) found no

significant Night 1 versus Night 2 effect for any of the
dream rating dimensions and concluded that adaptation nights
may not be as necessary for studies of dream content as they
are for studies of the sleep cycle (..g., Cohen, 197g).

In the present study, one adaptation night v¡as used

to enable subjects to become adept at recording and rating
their dreams and mood. Thus, the first night served as an

adaptation night and the second night r.ras a baseline night.
Àfter Lhe baseline night, each subject received either the
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easy test or the difficurt test the folrowing day around

noon and recorded dream reports and completed pre- and post-
sleep mood assessments on six consecutive nights forlowing
treatment" The dependent measures incruded pre- and post-
stress mood, pre- and post-sreep mood, seff-report dream

ratiñgs, and dream content. À judge rated the content of
dream reports on a series of dimensions which form

categories (see Àppendix E) in order to analyze the nature
of events and affect appearing in the dreams.

Material-s

Eguipment. À tape recorder and two 90-minute recording
tapes were provi-ded for each subject during the study.

Test conditions. An easy and a difficult version of an

"aptitude test" resembling the Graduate Record Exanination
(cRs), the Miller Analogies Test (uat), and the scholastic
Aptitude Test (ser) served as the non-stressful and the

stressful treatment respectively ( see Àppendix A) . The

tests each contained 20 verbal anarogies, 10 quantitative
probrems, and 20 sentence completions, pr€sented in a

multipre-choice format with four alternatives per question.
The subjects were given approximatery 30 minutes to complete

the tests. The eas]¡ test was designed in such a way that 20

minutes was ampre time to complete it. The difficult test
version \.¡as constructed so that the subjects v¡ere pressed

for time to complete the test. The exact form of each test
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version was determined on the basis of data obtained from a

pilot study designed Lo identify the easy and difficult
items among a pool of sample questions. Those questions
which 50% or more of the pilot subjects answered incorrectly
were serected as the di fficult test items while the
questions answered correctry by 75% of the pirot subjects
were designated as the easy test items.

Mood adiective checklist (tqeCr,) . À modífied version of
the Nowl-is Mood check List (ttowlis, 1965) was completed

before and after the aptitude test administration to examine

the effects of the test situations. In addition, it was

completed before retiring at night and after each dream

report to assess changes in pre- and post-sIeep mood. The

MACL is an instrument which has been used to assess mood and

affect in previous studies (".g., De Koninck & Kourack,
1975; Kourack, Prevost, & De Koninck, 1985; sírois-Berliss &

De Koninck, 1982). It consists of 24 adjectives (shown in
Àppendix B) assessed on a four-point scale (0-3) divided
into eight categories: aggression, anxiety, surgency,
sociar affection, depression, distrust, quiet, and detached.
since three distinct adjectives represent each category, the
score for each category can range from 0 to 9.

Dream ratinq scale (ons ) . After recording the dream,

different dimensions, usingeach subject rated it on 1 0
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biporar scal-es which range f rom 1 to 7. The scales for
rating the dimensions of the dream are: dream very pleasant
( 1 ) to dream very unpJ-easant (7) , dream very active ( 1 ) to
dream calm (7), dream strange (1) to dream familiar (7),
dream confused (1 ) to dream organized (7), dream thought-
like (1 ) to dream emotionar (7) , dream vivid (1 ) to dream

vague (7) , subject active ( 1 ) to subject passive (7) ,

subject anxious ( 1 ) to subject happy (7) , subject
participant (1 ) to subject observer (7), and subject deeply
asleep (1) to subject mildly asleep (7) 

"

Post-test suestionnaire. Foltowing the aptitude test,
each subject answered a questionnaire concerning his
attitude toward the aptitude test (shown in Appendix c), as

an additional measure of the effectiveness and effects of
the stress man ipulat ion.

Post-experimental questionnaire (peO). Following the
last dream collection night, each subject compJ_eted a

questionnaire concerning his attitude toward the experiment
and the aptitude test (see Àppendix D). rt al-so included
control items designed to detect the occurrence of potential
sources of nonexperimental stress encountered by the subject
in his daily life.
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Procedure

The 33 selected subjects indicating a wilringness to
participate vÌere briefed on the generar procedure and given
a tape recorder and tr.vo recording tapes to record dream

reports at home. A bookl-et containing the Mood Àdjective
checklist and the Dream RaLing scale was al_so given to each

subject. An additionar subject was recruited whenever a

participant failed to meet the criteria of a dream report
for each of the first three nights folrowing the test and

for at least two of the post-test nights 4 to 5 in order to
attain a totar sample of 30 subjects meeting the study's
criteria. one subject left the study due to irlness ( flu)
and two subjects were unabLe to report a dream on each of
the required nights and so 33 subjects were recruited during
the course of the study.

Àdaptation. sub jects Í¡ere asked to set an alarm cl_ock

for a harf hour before their usual wake-up time and to
complete the MACL at bedtime. Those who had clock-radios
were requested to use the buzzer setting. subjects v¡ere

arso asked to refrain from or at least rimit their smoking

and consumption of coffee, alcohol or any other drugs during
the evening, if it were not a hardship to them. They were

contacted by telephone during the evening to remind them to
set the c]ock and to inquire if they had smoked or consumed

coffee, alcohol or any other drugs within the previous five
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hours. when the al-arm clock sounded, each subject was

reguired to tape record anything going through his mind, in
as much detail as possible. They were asked to describe the
surroundings in the dream, to indicate wheLher they were a

participant or an observer, to describe any feelings or
emotion in the dream, Lo say whether there was any col-our

and to indicate i f the dream was vivid. A,fter the
adaptation night but prior to the baserine night, each

subject brought his taped dream report to the experimenter
and together they listened to the tape. At this time, the
subject was again encouraged to record his dreams in as much

detail as possible.

Dream collection. The same sequence of events as those
described above were foltowed to colrect baseline and post-
stress dreams and mood assessments, except the subject did
not bring the taped dream reports to the experimenter until
after the sixth post-test night. Dream reports vrere

collected on a baseline night and on six consecutive nights
following the admini strat ion of the stressful test
condition. As well as recording dream reports, subjects
v¡ere asked to complete the MÀcL and the DRS contained in the

booklet after each dream report.

Exrrer imental

dream coll-ection

st ress manipul-at ion. Af ter the basel ine

, subjects were individually givennight
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either the easy or the difficult version of the "aptitude
test" and the post-test questionnaire. To ensure that their
performance on the test was important to the subjects, the
subjects received the following instructíons immediatery

before the administration of the tests:
Thi s research i s des i gned to study thererationship between dreams and interlectual_functioning. A test derived from common aptitudetests will be administered to you. Tn oider tocarry out research successfully, ít is necessaryto ask you not to discuss the content of the testwith anybody. It is essential that you do thebest you can on the test, since it is aèsumed thatthe resul-ts of the test reflect your intellectualpotential. The test has been constructed so thatan average university student should comprete mostof the items vrithin the allotted time. you wilI
have 30 minutes to complete the test. please vrorkas rapidly and as carefutly as possible. Do notspend too much time on any particular item;instead, go on to the following items and come
back to the difficult one if you have time left atthe end.

Post-experimental ouestionnaire administration. For six
consecutive nights immediately forlowing the experimental_

test manipurat ion, subjects recorded dreams at home,

completed the MACL before and after sleep, and rated the
dreams in the morning. subjects returned the tape recorder,
the tapes and the booklet with the cornpreted scales (ie.,
MÀcLs, oRSs) to the experimenter following the sixth post-
treatment dream report night. At this time, they were asked

to fill-out a questionnaire (eeg) v¡hich helped to assess the
effectiveness of the experimental nanipulation. Ànd finally
they were debriefed and any questions about the study were

answered.
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Ànalysis of Data

Anal-vsis of dream content. Àfter the dream reports were

transcribed from the tapes, they were anaryzed by a judge

blind as to the conditions under which the reports were

obtained" À total of 198 dreams were col_lected across the
baseline and experimental nights. Each dream was analyzed
al-ong a total of 54 dimens ions that can be divided into
eight categories, using scales developed by Harl and van de

Castle (1966) and Koulack (1969). The categories for
examining the content of dreams included treatment
incorporationt affect, activity, soc ial interact ion,
fortune ¡ seguence change, b izar reness, and vividness ( see

Àppendix E for more detail ) . The judge's rater reliability
vras assessed by correlating his analysis with that of
another judge on 24 dreams. In accordance with previous
research (..g., Koulack, prevost, and De Koninck, 1985;

Theroux, .1980), a correration of .70 between the ratings of
the two judges was the minimum acceptable level.
standard was achieved on aIl 54 dimensions.

This

Statistical analvsis. One-ta

tests (u1, H2, H3, H7, HB, Hg)

analyses of variance Gl4, H5,

analyses where appropriate were

hypotheses. The relat ionships

ratings were assessed by rnult

regression analyses. The t tests

iled independent sample t
and two-factor mixed model

H6) followed by post-hoc

used to test the study

between mood and dream

ivariate multiple Iinear

I analyses of variance and



post hoc analyses

Program (e¡Ðp ) stat i
and the regression

Statistical- Ànalysis

198s).
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were cornputed using Biomedical Data

stical Software packages (tixon, 1983)

analyses were completed using a

System (Ses) package (sas User's Guide,



RESULTS

Effects of the rntellectual Activitv as a Stressor

To test the hypotheses, it was necessary to determine

that the difficult version of the intellectual activity
served as a stressor. rf the difficult version was indeed a

stressor, then a decrease in positive affect and an increase
in negative affect for the difficult test condition subjects
would be expected following the test manipulation. rt also
was important to ascertain whether the two versions of the
activity were differentialty stressfur to each of the

treatment groups. rn order to detect changes in mood

following the stress manipulation, three 2 X 2 repeated

measures (sMop+v) multivariate analyses of .variance

(ue¡¡ovas ) were computed using t'test time" ( pre-
stressor/post*stressor ) as the repeated dimens ion and

"groups" (difficutt test/easy test) as the between subjects
factor . The two posi t ive af fect MÀcL items ( ie. , surgency,

social affection) were the dependent variables in the first
MANovÀ and the four negative affect MACL items (ie.,
aggression ' anxiety, depression, distrust ) were the
dependent variabres in the second MANovÀ. rn the third
MÀNovA, the two neutrar affect MACL items (ie., quiet,
detachment ) were the dependent var iabl_es .

50

For each
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.05analysis, all onìnibus hypotheses

Ievel of significance (o= .05).

I¡Jere tested at the

Table 1 present s the results of the omn ibus

analyses. As shown in the table, the "group X test time"

interaction effect was not signi f icanL in any MÀNOVÀ,

indicating that t.he treatment manipulation was not

differentially stressful to the two groups. However, there

was a significant main effect for "test time" on the

positive MÀCL items ( p . .0012) and also on the negative

MACL items ( p. .0002) but not on the neutral MÀCL items (

p This demonstrated that the intellectual
activity did induce a change in mood but that this change

was experienced by both groups. Hence the analyses revealed

that both versions of the aptitude test induced stress in

subjects, âs measured by pre- and post-stressor mood

ratings. Though both versions were stressful, the aptitude

test versions did differ in Level of difficulty: subjects

did more poorJ-y on the di f f icult version than the easy

version with a mean test score 56.0% versus 76.6%,

respectively.

In order to probe the significant "test time"

f actor, groups (2) X test tirne (2) repeãted measures

analyses of variance (eHOVes) were conducted on the six MACL

items that represent posit ive and negative affect " To

maintain the overall probability of a Type I error at .10,

each univariate "test time" effect was assessed at an s =
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.0167 " ResuLts indicated signi f ican t pre-/post-
stressor differences on five of the six affect items.

SpecificalIy, analyses indicated that there \.ras a

significant increase in anxiety ( p . .0004), in depression
(p in distrust ( p

decrease in surgency ( p. .0001) and social affection ( p.
.00001 ) foltowing the interlectual- activity. There was no

significant change on the aggression dimension ( p . "08).
Tabre 2 gives the means and standard deviations of pre-test
and post-test scores on the different MACL dimensions for
each test condition.
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TABLE 1

MANOVA on Positive MACL Items

Source SS df MS F p

Group (c) 1 .067 1 1 ,067 0.39 .5357Error 75.954 28 2.713

Time 14.017 1 14.0'1 7 13"07 .0012
G x Time 0.267 1 0.267 0.25 .6219Error 30.029 28 1 "073

MANOVA on Nesative MÀCL Items

Source SS df MS F p

Group (c) 3.38 4 1 3.38 4 0.52 .4765Error 181,971 28 6"499

Time 22.509 1 22.509 i7 .75 .0002
G X Time 0 "759 1 0 .759 0.60 .445sError 35.51 3 28 1 .268

MÀNOVÀ on Neutral MACL Items

Source SS df MS F p

Group (C) 2.063 1 2.063 O "79 .381 4Error 73.021 28 2.608

Time 0.250 1 0.250 0.55 .4659
G X Time 0.482 1 0.482 1 .05 .31 40Error 12.823 28 0.458

yg]:LjJer.lete Analysçs of variance (ua¡¡ovas) on pre- andPost-stressor Positive, Negative and Neutral uecl, ltems
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TABLE 2

Mepns ?nd Slandafd Deviations ( ) of Mood Àd..iectivec¡,ecnriit FÃõil-scores nerore e¡ilÀfrer ñË I9EIÀdministration for the Difficult and nasv Con¿iTToñ-suUiects

MACL category

Àggression

Ànx i ety

Surgency

Depression

Di st rust

Quiet

Detac hed

Be fore

1 .067
(1.624)

2.000
(1 .773)

3.933
(2.54e)

1.400
(1.765)

1.800
(1.821)

2.533
(2.326)

i .000
(1.464)

Àfter
a ç.')')ê. JJJ

(2 .615)

3 .667
(2.440)

-t .533
(2.167)

1.667
( 2. 1 60 )

2 .467
( 2.550 )

3.400
(2.100)

2.733
(2.604)

2.200
( 2.908 )

Be fore

1 .800
(2.757)

2.400
(2 "s23)
4 " 400

(2.131)

3 " 600
(2.444)

1.733
(2.890)

3.133
(2 . e4e)

2 .467
(2.134)

2 " 600
( 3. 180 )

Easy

After
I O?2I . JJJ

(2.865)

3.867
(2"167)

2 .067
(1.870)

1.800
(2.27 4)

3.400
(2.849)

3.867
( 2. 100 )

2 .600
(2 "7 46)

2.200
(2.731)

Difficult

Social Affection 4.000
(2.673)
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Post-test Ouestionnaire

Following completion of the aptitude test session, each

subject answered a post-test questionnaire concerning his
attitude toward the aptitude test, âs an additional measure

of the effectiveness and effects of the stress manipulation.

À single factor MÀNOVÀ (eMDp¿V; o = .05) on the 12 post-test

Questionnaire items indicated that the two treatment groups

did not differ significantly in their responses to the

questionnaire items, F (12, 17) = 1.87, p < .1167. Thus,

the analysis of the Post-test Questionnaire data provided

additional evidence to that supplied by the pre-/post-
stressor mood ana)-yses that the administration of the

aptitude test affected both treatment groups in a similar
manner. Specifically, it appears that each version of the

aptitude test served as a stressor and induced stress among

subjects of both test conditions.

On the basi s

frustration while writi
self-report, all subjects felt

the test (group means on a 7-point

of

ng

scale: 2.5 and 2"8 for the difficult and easy test
subjectsr r€spectively) and reported not being pleased about

their performance (group means: 2,4 and 3.0 for the

di f f icult and easy test subjects, respeJt ively ) . They also

indicated that they placed importance on doing weLl on the

problems (group means: 5 "7 and 6. 3 f or the di f f icul-t and

easy test subjectsr r€spectively) and tried hard to solve

the problems (group means: 2.2 and 1.8 for the difficult
and easy test subjects, respectively).
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Àlthough the experimental- manipulation seemed to
induce similar stress in both groups immediatery folrowing
the test administration, it was decided to maintain group

membership in the anarysis of dream reports and pre- and

post-sleep mood ratings. The rat ionale was that dream

measures of stress are potentiarly more subtle (Theroux,

1980) than waking measures and therefore might provide

additional information concerning the effects of the
manipulation on each treatment group. This decision to
examine the dream reports and mood ratings al_so permitted
the testing of the experimental hypotheses.

Post-test Niqht l_ (H1 , H2, H3 )

rt was predicted that the dreams of the subjects in the
difficult test condition on the first post-test night wourd

contain more incorporation of the stressor and woul_d be

rated by these subjects as more unpreasant than the dreams

experienced by subjects in the easy test condition. It
further was anticipated that subjects who received the

difficult test wourd express more negative affect on the
post-sreep MACL than subjects given the easy test. None of
these predictions was supported.

Treatment incorporation in dreams was rated by the
judge and included the appearance of specific iterns present

when the aptitude test r^¡as administered ("g., test
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questions, pencil, experimenter, long hallway) or reference

t.o the treatment situation (".g", L,ime pressure, marks).

The four dimensions of treatment incorporation ( ie. ,

incorporation of treatment object, person, location or

situation) were averaged in order to obt.ain one

incorporation of sLressor score. A two independent sample

one-tailed t test (nUOe3n; o = .01 ) found no significant
di fference between groups in treatment incorporation on

post-test Night 1, t (1¿.3) = 0"98, p < "3445. Similarly,
though both the difficult test subjects and the easy test
subjects reported their dreams were unpleasant (means on a

7-point scale: 4.133 and 4"200 | respectively), a one-tailed

two independent sample t test (o = .01) on the Dream Rating

scale item estimating dream pleasantness indicated that the

two groups of subjects did not differ significantly in their
ratings on the first night following the test, t (27.5) -
0.11, p < 0.9169. Finally, a two independent sample one-

tailed t test ( q = .01) using the mean negative affect score

on post-test Night 1 ( ie. , the average of aggression,

anxiety, depression and distrust ratings on the MÀCL) also

did not reach statistical significance, t (26.4) = 0.26, p <

0.7956. Table 3 shows the group means and standard

deviations associated with tt1 , H2 and H3 as well as the

means and Standard deviations on each treatment

incorporation dimensionr oo dream pleasantness and each

negative affect item for post-test Night 1 
"
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Therefore, the f i rst three hypotheses were not
supported: the difficult versus the easy aptitude test
conditions did not resul-t in a significant difference
between groups on any of the dependent measures on post-test
Night 1. when compared to subjects given the easy test, the
di ff icult test subjects did not show more treatment
incorporation/ more unpleasant dreamsr or a greater l_evel of
negat i ve af fect .
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TÀBLE 3

Means and Standard Deviations ( ) on the Dream Content
Ànalysis of Treatment Incorporation, Dream Pleasantness

Ratinq and Neqative Affect Measures of the MACL for
Difficult and Easy Condition Sub"iects (post-teét ñiqht 1)

Difficult
Condition

I TEM (¡¡=1 5

Ea sy
Condition
(¡¡='1 5)

H1 :

I ncorporat ion
treatment objecttt pe r son

" locat i on
" situation

Àverage Incorpor-
ation

H2z

Rating
unplea san t

H3:

Af fect
aggression
anx i ety
depre ss i on
di strust

Àverage Àffect

.657

.600

.667

.867

.700

4 .133

1.733
3 .067
1.467
2.067
2.083

2 .31 9)
2 .323
2.319
2 "2942.300)

1 .847 )

2 .604
3.150
2 .099
2.219
2"142

.133

.067

.133

.133

.117

t.¿6/
2.400
1 .333
2.600
1 .900

( .3s2 )
( .258 )
("352)
(.352)
(.22s)

4.200 1.612

2.282
2.529

.533

.993

.666
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Across Niqhts (u4, H5, H6)

Following the stressfur intellectual activity, the

difficult test subjects were expected to report more

incorporation of the stressor in dream content, rate the
dream as less pleasant and express more post-sleep negative
affect, compared to the baserine night. rt was further
predicted that dreams of subjects in the difficult condition
would contain less treatment incorporation and become more

pleasant to subjects across successive post-tesL nights.
These subjects were al-so expected to report ]ess negative
affect on the post-sleep MACL across successive post-test
nights" rn contrast, the dreams and mood of the easy test
subjects were expected to change little or not at alr across
nights. Thusr âo interaction between treatment group and

night was predicted to occur on each of the dependent

measures of treatment incorporation in dream content,
subject rating of dream pleasantness and post-sreep negative
affect"

Table 4 displays the results of the groups (Z) X

nights (7) repeated measures anarysis of variance (eNove)

(nuopzv) computed to detect changes in the amount of
treatment incorporation in dream content for each group

across baseline and successive post-test nights. For this
anarysis, "groups" v¡as designated a between subjects factor,
while "nights" was designated a within subject factor. The

dream content category of treatment incorporation consists
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incorporation of treatment object,
person, location, and situation" The average score of these

four dimensions provided the measure of t.reatment

incorporation and served as the dependent measure in the

analysis of variance" For this anaJ-ysis, each of the three

omnibus tests was assessed at s = .01.

Contrary to H4, the group X night interact ion vras

not significant, indicating that the change, if âDy, in
treatment incorporation across nights was the sarne for the

difficult and the easy test subjects. Similarly, the

"group" main effect ( p < .35) h'as not significant
indicating that the difficult and the easy test subjects did
not differ in overall treatment incorporation. However,

there was a signi ficant "night" main effect ( p < .01 )

indicating that a difference occurred across nights in the

amount of treatment incorporation in dreams.

À pairwise comparison of nights was performed using

the sche f f e test ( schef f e, '1 953 ) to probe the nature of thi s

"night" main effect. The scheffe indicated that the amount

of treatment incorporation in dream content on the baseline

night was significantry different than the amount reported

on post-test Nights 1, 3 and 4 ( ps < .05) and on post-test
Night 5 ( p < .01). In addition, treatment incorporation on

post-test Night 5 differed significantly from the amount of

incorporation recorded on post-test Nights 1, 2 and 3 ( ps <

.01 ) . The average treatment incorporation for each night
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and each treatment group as well as the standard deviation
for each treatment combination is presented in Table 5.

consistent with H4r âR examination of the average treatment
incorporation for each night shows that the difficult test
subjects expressed more treatment incorporation immediateJ_y

following the stress manipulation than on baseline but,
contrary to H4, they do not consistentty show l_ess treatment
incorporation across successive post-test nights. Figure 1

displays a graph of the treatment incorporation data across
nights.

It should be noted

treatment incorporation ac

direction predicted by H4.

di f f icult test subjects
incorporation on successive

trend indicated in Figure

reported across nights.

from Figure 1 that the trend in
ross nights was not in the
Recall that H4 proposed that the
would exhibit less treatment
post-test nights. However, the
1 is toward more incorporation
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TABLE 4

Groups x Niqhts Repeated Measures Anarvsis of vaglance on
Treatment incorporãtion iñ-bieãm cõñtãnE-- -

Source SS df MS F p H_F

Group (C) 2.1400 1 2. 1400 0.90 .3500Error 65.4833 28 2 "3391
Night (N) 68.5620 6 11.4270 z.g7 .0087 .0102c x N 30.6952 6 s. .1 .t s9 1 . 33 .24s6 .3784Error 645.3141 158 3.8410

H-F = Huynh-Feldt (1970 ) tail probability
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Figure 1: Treatment incorporation
difficult and easy test

in dream content
subjects on each

for the
night.
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To test the hypothesis that the difficult test
subjects but not the easy test subjects would report a

change in dream pleasantness across nights I a groups (2) X

nights (7) repeated measures ANovA (nunpzv) on the subject
rating of dream pleasantness on the Dream Rating scale was

performed. Às with the previous analysis, "groups" was

designated a between subjects factor white "nights" was

designated a within subjects factor. Further, each omnibus

hypothesis was tested at the .01 1evel of significance. The

results of this analysis are presented in Table 6. Tab1e 7

contains the means and standard deviations of each treatment

combination while Figure 2 presents a graph of these data.

As can be seen from Table 6, a non-significant group

X night interaction ( p . .64) indicated that any change

across nights in the dream pleasantness ratings of the

difficurt test subjects was sirnilar to that of the easy test
subjects, a finding which was contrary to H5. In addition,
neither the "group" main effect ( p < .48) nor the "night"
main effect ( p

indicating that the two treatment groups rated their dreams

the same in terms of pleasantness and neither group

signi f icantly changed its rating across nights 
"
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TÀBLE 6

Groups )< Niqhts Repeated Measures Ànalvsis of Varia¡ce on
Dream Pf eásant¡ress nat i.nq

Source SS df t"ts F p H-F

Group (c) 1.5470 1 1.5470 0.58 .4776Error 74.0871 28 2 "6450
Night (N) 70 .2022 6 11 .7ooo 2.32 .0231 .026g
G x N 13.9781 6 2 "3290 0.46 ,5451 "6428Error 897 .667A 1 68 5 " 043 1

H-F = Huynh-Feldt (1970) tait probability
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TABLE 7

Means and Standard Deviations ( ) of Dream pleasantness
Ratinqs for Difficult and Easy condition subiects aEross

Niqhts

Niqht

Baseline

1

2

3

4

5

6

Di ff icult
Condition
(¡¡=1 5)

A 
^^È:.=tJ

(1 .97e)

4.133
(1 "847 )

3"933
(1.387)

4.067
(1.981)

4 .467
(2.232)

4.333
(2.289)

4.800
(2.705)

Ea sy
Condition
(N=15)

4.010
( 0.243 )

4.240
(1.613)

3.933
(1.709)

4 .667
(1.e1s)

5"467
(2.7 48)

4 .467
(1.356)

4. 133
(2.326)
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Figure 2z Rating of dream preasantness for the difficul_t
and easy test subjects on each night.
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The last of the interaction hypotheses, H6, proposed

that the difficult test subjects would express a change in
negative affect on the post-sleep Mood Àdjective checklist
across nights while the easy test subjects wourd not report
any change in negative affect across nights. This

prediction was tested by a groups (2) x nights 0) repeated

measures ÀNOVA (¡t'tOpZV) where "groups" was designated the

between subjects factor, "nights" the r+ithin subjects factor
and the average score of the four negative MÀcL items
(aggression, anxiety, depression and distrust) on each post-
test morning as the dependent measure. Table B shows the

resufts of this analysis. Às hypothesized, there was a

significant group X night interaction ( p. .0061). Thus,

the data indicated that the change across rrights in negative

affect was not the same for the difficurt and easy test
subjects.

To probe this significant interaction, treatment-
trend contrasts (see Kirk, 1 968) rvere conducted and are

reported in Table 8. Às indicated in this table, there was

a marginally significant treatment group x quadratic trend (

p < .0162). This significant treatment-quadratic trend is
depicted in the means of Tabre 9 and visually in the graph

of Figure 3. As can be seen in Figure 3, the easy test
subjects showed a general increase followed by a general

decrease in negative affect across successive nights while

the difficult test subjects presented a different response
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profile which alternated between decreasing and increasing
Levels of negative affect across nights. it should be noted

that this finding is contrary to H6" That is, it was not

the di f f icult test subjects r+ho expressed ress negat ive
affect across successive post-test nights as hypothesized

but the easy test subjects rvho reported a change in negative

affect across nights.

In addition r âs shown i_n Table B, there was a

significant "night" main effect indicating that a difference
occurred across nights in the rating of post-s1eep negative

affect. À Scheffe test showed that the baserine nighL was

significantly different than post-test Nights 3 and 4 on

post-sIeep negative affect ( E < .05). A pairwise

comparision of post-test nights did not reveal any other
significant di fferences between nights on post-sleep
negative affect ( ps > .05).
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TABLE B

Groups I Niqbts Bepeafed Measures Analysis of Variance and
Ue-nd-

Source SS df MS F p H_F

Group (C) 1 .9481 1 1 .9481 0.81 .3552Error 67 .2380 28 2.4011

Linear 3 .4203 1 3.4203 2.34 .1373LinxG 4"1853 1 4. 1853 2.g6 ..1017Error 40.9150 28 1.4613

Quadratic 5"7859 1 5.7859 1.70 .2024
QuaXG 22 "2423 1 22.2423 6 " 55 "01 52Error 95"0856 28 3.3959

Cubic 0.1 375 1 O .1375 0.08 .7756CubxG 1.0072 1 1.0072 0.61 .4425Error 46.4778 28 j .6599

Quartic 3.9703 1 3.9703 3.Zg .0811QurXG 1 .1 626 1 1 .1 626 0 . 96 .3358Error 33 " 9408 2g 1 .2122

Quintic 0.30'1 6 1 0.30.16 0.28 .6033
Quixc 0.0877 1 0.0877 0. OB .7789Error 30.561 3 28 1 .091 5

Night (¡t) 69.1620 6 11 .s270 3.72 .0017 .0040cxN 56.9150 6 9.4849 3"06 "0048.006.1Error 520.0000 1 68 3.0951

H-F = Huynh-Fe1dt (1970) tait probability
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f,'lgure 3: MACL negative
test subjects

affect for the difficult and easy
on each night.



Q easy
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Night
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In summarizing the resufts pertaining to the three

interaction hypotheses, any change across successive nights

ín the amount of treatment incorporation in dreams was the

same for the difficult test subjects and the easy tesL

subjects. Further, any trends seen in the data were not in

the direction predicted by H4. That is, the trends were

toward an increase rather than a decrease in treatment

incorporation across nights. However, a significant "night"
effect provided evidence of a change in the amount of

treatment incorporation in dreams across nights. The

difficult test subjects and the easy test subjects expressed

more treatment incorporation on post-test Nights 1, 3, 4 and

5 than on the baseli.ne night. They also recorded more

treatment incorporation on post-test Night 5 than on post-

test Nights 1, 2 and 3. For both treatment groups, subject

ratings of dream pleasantness did not significantly change

across nights. Moreover, the difficult test subjects and

the easy test subjects rated their dreams the same in terms

of pleasantness. They also reported more negative affect on

post-test Nights 3 and 4 than on the baseline night. There

was a significant interaction between treatment group and

night in the amount of post-s1eep negative affect expressed

on the MACL. Though thi s interact ion r^¡as predicted in H6,

post hoc analyses of the interaction indicated that it was

the easy test subjects who reported less negative affect
across nights and not the difficult test subjects. The

difficult test subjects expressed fluctuating Levels of
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negative affect across successive nights, whereas the easy

test subjects exhibited an initiar increase and then a

decrease in negative affect across nights. Therefore, H4,

H5 and H6 were not supported"

Al1 Post-test Niqhts ftt7, HB, H9)

Finally, a l-ast set of predictions proposed a

difference between groups on measures of treatment
incorporation, dream pleasantness and negative affect on

each post-test n ight " That i s, subjects in the difficult
test condition would report more incorporation of the

stressor in dreams (ul), rate their dreams more negativery
on the DRS (gB), and report more negative affect on the MÀcL

(Hg) on each post-test night than subjects in the easy test
condition.

To test these hypotheses, a ser ies of two

independent sarnple one-tailed t tests (BMDP3D) were

conducted. Each t test performed on the data from post-test
Nights 2 through 5 was assessed for statistical significance
at the .0'1 Ievel. (Note that it was not necessary to
perform t tests on the data from post-test Night 1 as this
test was already performed with respect to H1. ) with
respect to H7 , the four dimensions of treatment

incorporation were averaged in order to obtain one

incorporation of stressor score. Às shown in Table 10, none

of the t tests examining differences between groups in
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treatmenL incorporation reached statistical significance.
Thus, H7 was not supported in that subjects given the

difficurt test did not report more incorporation of the

stressor in dreams on any post-test night than subjects who

completed the easy test.

Table 1 0 also lists the results of the t tests
conducted on the DRS item measuring dream preasantness to
test whether the difficult test subjects rated their dreams

as being more unpleasant than the easy test subjects on any

of the post-test nights (He). As can be seen from the

tab1e, HB was not supported as there was no significant
difference between treatment groups in the unpleasantness

rating of dreams on any night. Simi lar results were

obtained for H9 which posturated group di f ferences on

negative affect. Whi Ie di f ferences between groups on

negative affect approached significance on post-test Nights
2 ( p < .0187) and 3 ( p < .0232), these differences were

not in the direction predicted by H9. rt was expected that
the difficult test subjects would report more negative

affect on the post-sreep MÀcL than the easy test subjects.
rn fact, it v¡as the easy test subjects who expressed more

negative affect (see Tab1e 9).
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TABLE 1 O

. Ire Independent sample t statistics Testinq Group
_ Dif f erences on treatnlenr rñcõ;Eõ;ãrTõn ¿¡Éiõñr.nr _o ã,.8-ñIé¡r

Post-test
Niqht a

1

2

3

4

q

6

Treatment pleasantness
lncorporation (¡¡z ) Ratlnq-lHgl-

Neqat ive
Àffect (Hg)

or

14.3 0 . 98

18.s 1.89

14.3 0.83

14.2 1 .44

28.0 0.01

25.7 0.56

dfr
27 .5 0.1 1

26 "9 0.00

28. 0 0 .84

26.9 1"09

22.7 0.19

27.4 0.72

pdf

.9169 26.4

1.0000 23"6

.4061 21 .2

"2837 27.3

.8478 27.9

.4753 26.8

tp
0.26 .7956

2.58 .0187

2.45 "0232

1.17 .2506

0 .82 .4166

1.20 .2416

p

.3445

.07 45

.4206

.17 20

.9903

.5804

Post-test Night 1 information was
significance associated with u1

obtained from the test of



Summarv of Hypothesis testinq.
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Exposure to an aptitude
test appears to have elicited similar responses among the
easy and difficult test condition subjects on the first
post-test night: they did not differ in the amount of
treatment incorporation displayed in dreams, in their rating
of the dream's pleasantness or in their expression of post-
sl-eep negative af f ect. In addition, any change across
nights in treatment incorporation of the difficurt test
subjects was simirar to that of the easy test subjects.
contrary to H4, the trends seen in the data were toward an

increase rather than a decrease in treatment incorporation
across nights. Indeed, more treatment incorporation was

reported on post-test Night 5 than on post-test Night s 1 ,2
and 3. subject rat ings of dream pleasantness did not
significantly change across nights and did not differ
between treatmenL conditions. There was a significant
interaction between treatment group and night. in the amount

of post-sleep negative affect expressed on the MACL. Though

this interaction was predicted in H6, it was the easy test
subjects who reported ress negative affect across post-test
nights and not the difficult test subjects. Atso contrary
to expectation, the easy test subjects expressed more

negative affect on post-test Nights 2 and 3 than the
di ff icult test subjects. subjects given the di ff icurt test
did not report more incorporation of the stressor in dreams
or rate their dreams as being more unpLeasant than subjects
administered the easy test on any of the six post-test
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receivednights. Therefore,

empirical support "

of the hypothe se s

rn addition to testing the experimental- hypotheses,

the data provided an opportunity to examine some other
questions concerning the alteration of dream content and

mood forlowing exposure to an interlectual stressor (cf.,
Kramer & Roth, 1973, 1980)" specificarly, these data
permitted the examination of possible changes in the
prevalence of certain dream content items, dream ratings or
mood across post-stressor nights. It was also possible to
examine potential relationships between dream content and

subjects' dream ratings and/or mood. These questions are
addressed in the section which fo1lows.

Did the content of dreams change across nights?

The content of each dream report v¡as analyzed by a

judge along a total of. s4 dimensions which represent the
eight dream content categories (treatment incorporation,
affect, activity , tortune, social interaction, sequence

change, bízarreness, vividness). The dimensions of a given

dream content category vrere averaged in order to obtain the

category score. A groups (2) x nights (5) repeated measures
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multivariate analysis of variance (¡la¡¡ove) (eMop+v) using
the eight dream content categories as the dependent measures

assessed r+hether dream content changed across nights. For

this analysis, "groups" v¿as designated a between subjects
f actor r¿hile "nights" \{as declared a within subjects f actor.
Each omnibus hypothesis was assessed at an .01 level of
significance" ResuLts indicated that neither the "night"
main ef f ect I F (40, 582.53) = 1.32, p < .09211 nor the

"group X night" interaction t q (40, 592.53) = 1.05, p <

.38581 were statistically significant. Therefore, dream

content did not change across nights for either group. rn

addition, the "group" main effect showed that the dream

content of the difficult test subjects did not differ
significantly from that of the easy test subjects, F (8, 21)

= 0.30, p < .9583.

Did an alteration occur in the way subjects described their
dream experience across niqhts?

A groups (2) x nights (5) repeated measures MÀNovA

(er'fnp¿v) using the 10 items of the Dream Rating scale as the

dependent measures examined the question of whether subjects
reported a change in their dream experience across nights.
"Groups" was designated the between subjects factor while
"nights" was the within subjects factor and each ornnibus

hypothesis was tested at 0 = .01. Resul-ts indicated that



the "night" main effect
= 1.17¡ Þ< "2027),
ratings across nights.
further indicated that
pertained to subjects

600.82) = 0.97 ¡ p < .54

revealed no significant
the two test conditions
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was not signif icant t f (50, 600.82)

showing no change in subject dream

The "group X night" interaction
this lack of change across nights
in either test condition, F (50,

36. Fina1ly, the "group" main effect
difference in dream ratings between

I F ('10, 19) = 1"12, p < .3991.

Did mood change between pre- and post-sIeep?

rn order to determine whether subjects' mood changed

during the night, three groups (z) x nights (6) x time (2)

repeated measures MÀNovÀs (nltop+v) were computed using
nights and time (pre-sreep/ post-sleep) as the repeated

dimensions and groups as the between factor. The two

positive affect MÀcL iLems (ie., surgency, social affection)
served as the dependent variables in the first MANovÀ, the
four negative affect MACL items (ie., aggression, anxiety,
depression, distrust) were the dependent variables in the

second MÀNovÀ, and the two neutral- affect MACL items (ie.,
quiet, detachment) were the dependent variabtes in the third
MANovÀ. since interest focused on mood change between pre-
and post-sreep, the critical tests were those involving the

"time" factor, ie. , the "time" main effect, the "group X

time" interaction, the "night x time" interaction, and,

finally, the "group X night X time" interaction.
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Adopting a .0'1 r-ever of signif icance f or each

omnibus hypothesis, resurts indicated that there was a

significant multivariate "time" main effecL on the positive
MACL items, F (2, 27) = 7.75, p < .0022. Univariate
analyses associated with this time main effect showed a

significant change in the MÀCL items of surgency I r, (1, 2e)

= 13.60, p < .00101 and social affection t r' (1,28) = 12.25,
p < .00161 . Àn examination of the scale means associated
v¡ith this main effect indicated that less surgency and

social affection were reported in the morning than at night
Irespective pre-sleep and post-s1eep means and standard
deviations ( ): for surgency, 3.1722 (2.6528), 2.5056
(2.6373), and for social af fection, 3.4556 (3.0127), 2.7167
(2.8072)1. None of the other tests examining pre-sleep
versus post-sreep positive MACL ratings for the difficult
and easy test subjects across nights were statistically
signi f icant. That is, t'he "group x time" interaction ( p .
.64), the "night X time" interaction ( p . .6g), and the
"group X night X time" interaction ( p

significant, indicating that the observed ',time" effect was

constant across groups and nights. In addition, the "group"
main effect showed no overall di fference between the
difficurt and easy test conditions in positive mood ratings
( p . .73). FinaJ-ly, neither the "night" 'main ef f ect ( p <

.07) nor the "group X night" interaction ( p

significant.
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No rnain effects or interactions were found to be

statisticaì-1y si.gni f icant on the MÀNovA that tested f or

changes in negative mood" That is, the "group" main effect
( p. . "92), the "night" rnain ef fect ( p < .14), the "time"
main effect ( p < "59), the "group x time" interaction ( p..
.€,5), the "group X night" interaction ( p . .16), the "night
X time" interaction ( p

time" interaction ( p . .92) were non-significant. Thus,

both the difficurt condition subjects and the easy condition
subjects reported similar overall revels of negative mood

and neither group experienced a change in negative mood

during the night or across nights.

Further¡ flo main ef fects or interactions \^¡ere found

to be statisticarly significanL on the MANOVA that tested
for changes in neutrar mood. The "group" main effect ( p <

.11), the "night" main effect ( p < .31), the "time" main

effect ( p < .74), the "group X time" interaction ( p.
.BB), the "group X night" interaction ( p . .02), the "night
X time" inte'raction ( p

time" interaction ( p . .24) were non-significant. Thus,

both the difficult condition subjects and the easy condition
subjects reported similar overall levels of quiet and

detachment, and, neither group experienced a change in these

two MÀCL items during the night or across nights.

To summaríze,

post-sleep concerned

the changes in

the positive
mood between pre- and

mood dimensions of
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surgency and social- affection. Both the difficult test
condition subjects and the easy test condition subjects
showed l-ess surgency and less social affection in the

morning than at night.

was pre-sreep mood related to subsequent dream content?

Using the StatisticaL Analysis System (SaS), a

multivariate linear regression analysis was computed to
determine if pre-sreep or evening mood served as a predictor
of dream content. The eight pre-sleep MÀcL items ( ie. ,

surgency, social affection, quiet, detachment, aggression,
anxiety, depression, distrust) were the predictor variables
and the eight dream content categories ( ie. , treatment
incorporation, affect, activity, fortune, social
interaction, sequence change, bizarreness, vividness) v¡ere

the criterion variabtes. For each criterion variable, the
mean val-ue across the six post-test nights for each subject
was used in this analysis. Adopting a .01 1evel of

significance, the results indicated that the content of a

dream was not significantry rel-ated to evening mood, F (64,

98) - 0.891, p < .6880.

Was post-sleep mood related to
preceding night?

the dream content of the



To determine if post-sIeep or morning

related to the previous night's dream content,
linear regression (Ses) was performed using the
content categories previously enumerated as the predictor
variables and the eight post-s1eep MÀcL items as the
criterion variables. Again, for each criterion variable,
the mean value across the six post-test nights for each
sub ject hras used in this analysis. Adopting a .01 level_ of
significance, the murtivariate test was judged non-
significant, indicating that morning mood was not affected
by the previous night's dream content, F (6+,99) = 0.89g, p

Were subject ratings of the dream related to pre-s1eep mood?

To answer this guestion, a multivariate multiple
linear regression anaLysis (ses) was computed using each of
the eight pre-sreep MÀcL scores averaged across the six
post-test nights for each subject as the predictor
variabres and each of the lo DRS items averaged across post_
test nights for each subject as the criterion variables.
Adopting .01 as the revel of significance, resurts indicated
that the subject ratings of the dream v¡ere not predictive of
evening mood, F (80, g2) = 1.300, p < .11g7.

â

e1
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ght dream



Were subject

mood?

ratings of
B7

the dreams related to post-sleep

A multivariate multiple linear regression anarysis
(sas) using the average of each post-sleep MACL item across
nights for each subject as the predictor variables and the
average of each DRS item across nights as the criterion
variables was computed to determine if subject ratings of
dreams were rerated to morning mood. Àdopting .01 as the
lever of significance, Fesults indicated that there was no

relationship between subject dream ratings and morning mood,

E (80, BZ) = 1.436, p < .0524.

f.7ere subject ratings
content ?

of the dreams reLated Lo the dream

À multivariate multipJ-e rinear regression analysis
(ses) was computed using each of the eight dream content
categories averaged across the six post-test nights for each

subject as the predictor variabtes and each of the 10 DRS

items averaged across post-test nights for each subject as

the criterion variables. Àdopting.01 as the lever of
significance, results indicated that dream content did not
predict the subject ratings of the dream, F (g0, 82) =

1.431, p < .0549.
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summarv of question testinq. The opportunity provided by

the data to examine several questions concerning possibre

changes in dream or mood measures across post-stressor
nights and the potential relationships between dream content
and subjects' dream ratings and/or mood reveared no

significant relationships between dream and mood measures.

There however \{as a change in the ratings of two affect
items during the night.

None of the dream content categories showed a

significant change across nights for either the difficult or
easy test subjects. sirnilarly, subject dream ratings did
not differ significantly across nights for either test
condition. However, both easy and difficurt test subjects
did express a significant change in positive affect between

pre- and post-sleep. Specifically, across all nights,
subjects of each treatment condition felt less surgency and

social affection in the morning than at night. In contrast,
subjects in each treatment condition exhibited similar
levers of negative mood at night as in the morning. That

is, neither the difficurt test subject nor the easy test
subjects reported a change in negative mood during or across
nights" Fina1ly, across alt nights, both the difficurt test
subjects and the easy test subjects reported similar revers
of quiet and detachment on the MÀCL at night as in the
morning. No significant relationship was found between

evening mood and subsequent dream content or between evening
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mood waS

night.

affected
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subject ratings of the dreams. Moreover, morning

not related to the dream content of the preceding

And finally, subject ratings of the dreams v¡ere not

by morning mood or by dream content.

Post-experimental Ouestionnaire (paO)

Because responses to the post-exper imental
questionnaire (enq) were descriptive in nature, the pEg

items were not subjected to statistial- analysis but instead

they were examined as a source of information concerning the

subject's attitude toward the experiment and the aptitude
test.

When asked what they thought was the purpose of the

experiment, one-third of arr subjects stated the study

sought to examine the relationship between mood before sleep

and dream content. Six subjects (or 1 /S of the
participants; 4 difficurt test and 2 easy test subjects)
suggested the intent was to see if there is any correlation
between intelligence and dream content. some specurated the

experiment's purpose was to study the effects of dreams on

mood while others mentioned the reason vras to determine if
the amount of dream recalled was related to mood.
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The aptitude test had a mixed effect on subjects'
opinion of their intelligence. Almost half ot the subjects
(g difficult test subjects ¡ 6 easy test subjects) indicated
that the test had either no or very rittle influence on the

opinion they hetd concerning their or,In interrigence.
several- participants reported the aptitude test just
supported their prior opinion: they were neither brilriant
nor "stupid". However, 11 subjects (g difficurt and 2 easy

test subjects) expressed disappointment, fert they were not

very smart and found there was real-Iy a lot they did not

know. As weIl the aptitude test affected l_evels of
confidence and ambition in diverse manners. Though many

subjects (l di ff icult and 1 0 easy test subjects ) reported
the test had little or no effect on their revel-s of
confidence and ambition, some (g difficult and 2 easy test
subjects) commented that they found parts of the test
difficult and so they were Less confident, while others (z

difficurt test subjects) mentioned their confidence level-

dropped considerabì-y and their ambitions changed because

they thought they were not very intelligent. One

participant recounted a process whereby his confidence was

decreased by the test but his level of ambition increased in
an attempt to restore his confidence.

when asked to speculate on the relationship between

the aptitude test and the corlection of dreams, 20 subjects
(g difficult and 12 easy test subjects) stated there was no
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rel-ationship. However, suggestions were made Lhat

intelligence may infl-uence dream and therefore people with
high aptitude test scores may have "eccentric" dreams or
have different kinds of dreams than people r+ith low test
scores. one individual proposed that the aptitude test
determined the "complexity" of subseguent dream, expraining
that the test induced emotion rather than action in dreams.

Many subjects (q difficurt and 7 easy test subjects)
thought the purpose of dream collection each night hras to
determine a reraLionship between mood before going to bed

and dream content. one participant speculated the reason

for the coll-ection of dreams r.¡as to ascertain the amount of
dream material a drearner can recalL. others suggested dream

collection was conducted to evaruate the infruence of
aptitude or conf idence on dreams. OnIy two men stated the
purpose of dream col-Lection each night \.¡as to investigate
whether dream content changes from night to night.

None of the subjects reported having any prior
knowledge concerning the experiment. Further, Do subject
expressed any concern or felt he v¡as treated unfairty during
the experiment.
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rn order to examine the function of dreams in
adaptation to a stressful intellectuar activity, it was

essent ial that the di f f icult version of the apt i tude test
used in this study induce stress and as a consequence

infruence mood and dream content. Although not anticipated,
both versions of the aptitude test significantry affected
subjects' mood immediately following the test
administration. Subjects of each treatment condition
reported more anxiety, depression and distrust and ress
surgency and soc ia1 af f ect ion f o1J_owing the test. The

responses of the subjects to the post-test euestionnaire
further indicated that the experimental manipulation induced

stress in both the easy and di f f icult condi t ions. À11

subjects felt frustration vrhile writing the test and

reported not being pleased about their performance. Thus,

the data suggested that the test manipuration was effective
and stressful enough to induce change in dream content and

mood measures buL it did not seem to differentially effect
the two treatment conditions.

Because each test version induced a simirar stress
reaction, there was no significant difference between the
two conditions on measures of treatment incorporation in

92
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dreams, ratings of dream pleasantness or ratings of post-
sleep negative affect on post-test Night 1. Further, each

treatment condition showed a similar trend of more incidents
of treatment incorporation across nights. The subjects of
the difficurt test condition and the easy test condition
subjects gave similar pleasantness ratings to their dreams

and moreover they did not change their ratings across
nights" The treatment conditions however differed in post-
sleep negative affect across nights: the easy test subjects
reported initialry more and then less negative affect while
the difficult test subjects expressed fluctuating revels of
negative affect across successive nights. In terms of
positive affect, subjects of each test condition felt more

surgency and social affection at night than in the morning.
Thus, only for morning negative mood v¡as there a significant
difference between the treatment conditions.

Measures of treatment incorporation and post-sreep
negative affect showed a significant change across nights.
More treatment incorporation was reported on post-test
Nights 1 , 3, 4 and 5 and more post-sreep affect was recorded
on post-test Nights 3 and 4 than on the basetine night.
This suggests that adaptation to stress is a dynamic process

that invol-ves change in the function of dreams. Arthough

the rating of dream pleasantness did not show a

statisticarly significant change across nights, Figure z

suggests some fluctuation across successive post-stressor
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nights" Indeed all the figures, Figures l, 2 and 3, suggest

the occurrence of some shifting in ratings across nights.
Rat i ngs of treatment incorporat ion and and dream

preasantness appear to decrease and increase repeatedly
across nights, with a tendency to increase on the rast three
post-stressor nights of the study. This evidence of change

or osc i llat i on of rat ings supports the not ion that
adaptation to stress is a dynamic process that involves
change in the function of dreams.

Interestingly, Figures 1 and 2 ar-so show that
ratings of treatment íncorporation and measures of dream

preasantness produce remarkabry s imi rar but inverse
configurations. The similarity in profiles suggests that
there may be a relationship between treatment incorporation
in dreams and subjects' rat ings of dream pleasantness,

though the regression anarysis examining this reLationship
was nonsignificant. Because there is a lack of statistical
support, the suggestive evidence provided by Figures 1 and z
permits only cautious speculation that these two measures

are related.

Given that the test manipulation induced a stress
reaction in both treatment conditions and because there was

only one significant difference between treatment
conditions, it seems that the present study in essence

consisted of only one treatment group. The apparent
presence of only one treatmenl group is a finding thaL $¡as
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especially surprising since the resurts of a pilot study had

indicated that the two versions of the interlectual task
\{ere differentially stressful to each of the treatment
groups. There were hoivever procedural di f f erences betv¡een

the pi J-ot and present studies that may account f or the
di spar i ty in f indings. I t i s therefore pert inent to compare

the procedures of the pilot study to those of the present
study in an attempt to understand reasons why the
experimental manipulation was not di fferentially stressful
to the treatment groups in the present study.

Procedural Di f ferences

As mentioned previously, a pilot study was conducted in
order to develop the exact form of the difficurt and easy

test versions of the intelrectual activity and to ensure

that the two versions were differentiarly stressfur to
participants. In the pilot study, groups of subjects
completed versions of the aptitude test, pfê- and post-test
MACL, and the Post-test euestionnaire for course credit.
subjects were not selected on the basis of scores on the Mpr

neuroticism scale. Results of the pilot study indicated
that the difficurt test version but noL the easy test
version induced a stress reaction immediately following the
test administration, as measured by pre-test to post-test
changes in mood. when compared to pre-test ratiDgs, those

subjects who wrote the difficult test version reported more

depression and aggression but ress surgency and sociat
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affection while those subjects completing the easy test
version recorded ress depression, aggression, anxiety and

distrust following the test. These differences also were

significant between test groups. Thus, the pilot findings
not only indicated that the di ff icurt test version was

effective as a stress inducer but al-so showed that the
difficult and easy test versions þ¡ere differentially
stressful to subjects. rn contrast, the present study
failed to demonstrate that the difficult test version was

more stressful to subjects than the easy test version.

This discrepancy in findings between the pi
present study may be accounted for by a difference
selection of subjects. The subjects of the pirot study were

not seLected on the basis of their scores on the neuroticism
scal-e of the MPr. However, subjects in the present study
were specifically chosen to participate because they had a

high neuroticism score. This was because such individuals
have been shown to be particurarly good at recall of their
dreams (cohen & cox, 1975) , an especiarly important
criterion for this study because dream reports Ì.rere recorded

in the morning at home rather than during a REM period
awakening in a l-aboratory.

Iot
in

and

the

Subjects high in neuroticism are also

stress induction (Cohen & Cox, 1975). Since

defined as a strong and labiIe emotional
(eysenck & Rachman, 1965), individuals who

susceþtibIe to
neurot ic i sm i s

responsiveness

score high on
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this dimension are thought to experience more intense and

affective reactivity than those individuals scoring l_ow on

neuroticism (Ctaridge, 1967) 
" Therefore, the personal

characteristic of neuroticism rnay have caused aII subjects
in the present study to respond to the interlectual activity
with a stress reaction, regardress of its difficulty.
Moreover, the test situation itself may have induced stress
in subjects who are susceptible to affective reactivity. In
fact, then, the pi lot and present study may have

inadvertently sampled very different populations.

Furthermore, pârticipants in the experimental study
were exposed to more potential stressors and as a result may

have been subjected to more stress than the participants of
the pilot study. subjects consented to participate in a

study that requi red some interest , dedicat ion and

invorvement on their part. Being reimbursed by a cash

payment as well as by course credit contributed additional
reason and pressure to do well. The very setting in which

the aptitude test was administered conceivabry focused

subject attention on the test and enhanced the importance of
doing well since each subject wrote the Lest in isoration,
free from many potentiar distractions. It seems reasonable

to assume that, taken in combination, these sources of
stress created a situation that potentialry induced more

stress than did the pilot study. The presence of additional
stress inducers in the experimental study can partry account

for the difference in findings between the two studies.
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Adaptation to a Stressful Intellectual Àctivitv
This study was designed to address and pursue the

possibility that adaptation to stress may be an evolving or

dynamic process. I f adaptation is indeed an evolving
process, then significant differences in dream measures and

mood ratings shourd occur across nights folrowing exposure

to the stressfuL intellectual activity. Rat ings ot
treatment incorporation in dream content and post-s1eep

negative affect showed significant differences across

succesive post-test nights. In addition, there was a

signficant "group x night" interaction, indicating that the
change across nights in negative affect was not the same for
the difficult and easy test subjects. Therefore, the data

the data failed to statisticarly support the notion that
adaptation to a stressful intellectuar activity is a dynamic

process that evolves across post-stressor nights.

Given the evidence provided by the manipulation
checks that the inLellectuar activity did indeed induce

stress, it seems that the adaptation process changed across

successive post-test nights " There was a significant
increase between the baseline night and post-test Night 1 on

treatment incorporat ion of dream content for both the

di ff icul-t test subjects and gh. easy test subjects.
significantly more treatment incorporation was arso reported
by the difficurt and easy test subjects on post-test Nights
3, 4 and 5 than on the baseline night. Dream treatment
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incorporation is consistent with the mastery hypothesis of
dream funct ion. Therefore dream content f indings of
treatment incorporation suggested that subjects r^¡ere

atternpting to master or handle the stress engendered by the
intellectual activity during post-stressor Nights 1, 3, 4

and 5. À1so consistent with the mastery hypothesis, ratings
of post-sreep negative affect for both the difficult test
subjects and easy test subjects showed an increase on post-
test Nights 3 and 4. Based on _the conceptualization of the
mastery hypothesis described earlier, on several post-
stressor nights subjects may have been attempting to
integrate the stress induced by the test manipulation with
memory traces of sirnilar past, stressful_ experiences in
order to achieve some resolution to the conflict aroused by

the test.

It is uncl-ear why the mastery process shourd occur
on several- post-stressor nights. Since cohen and cox (1975)

found that individuals who score high on neuroticism were

more easily influenced by external conditions than those who

score row, it is possibre that these subjects experienced so

much ongoing, current stress in their daily lives that they
were unable to master the experimental stress during waking.
rn addition, recording and rating their dreams and reporting
mood might have served to re-introduce and partly maintain
the effects of the experimental stress manipuration.
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Not only was there evidence of a mastery process of

adaptation operating on several post-stressor nights but

there was a tentative suggestion that the mastery process

was actuarly becoming more evident in dreams toward the end

of the study than in those dreams of nights immediatellz

following the stress manipulation. For example, Figure 1

clearry depicts a trend toward more treatment incorporation
in dream content across successive post-stressor nights for
subjects of both test conditions. This suggests that the

greatest disrupLion of dream content might have occurred

toward the end of the study I as measured by incidents of

treaLment incorporation in dream content. The emotional

reactivity associated with neuroticism may have repressed or

delayed the appearance of treatment incorporation in dreams.

Àn apparent delay in maximal impact of a stressor on

dream content has been suggested by two studies.
cartwright, Bernick, Borowitz, and Kling (i959) reported

that subjects described more incorporation of an erotic firm
in dreams on the second and third nights after the movie

presentat ion than on the f i rst post-f i lm n ight . I n

addition, De Koninck and Koulack ( 197s) showed a film
depicting industrial accidents before sreep and found the

film was stressful enough to affect presleep mood and the

sreep pattern of subjects but did not influence the dream

content. They posited that subjects possibry derayed firm
incorporation in their dreams beyond the dream corlection
period of one night.
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Though dreams were not corrected across successive

post-stressor nights, an intellectual activity has been used

as the presreep stressor in two additional studies (cohen

and Cox, 1975; Koulack, prevost , and De Koninck, 1 985 ) .

cohen and cox (1975) administered difficult or easy I^IAIS

items to subjects and found that subjects who dreamed

overtry or symbolically of the presreep condition had a

marked positive change in "state of mind" (p.91), as

measured by positive post-sleep affect. Design variations
make it difficult to compare the findings of the present

study to cohen and cox's findings. subjects in the cohen

and cox (1975) study slept in the laboratory for only one

night and thus had an adaptation night superimposed on the
night of the experimental- rnanipulation. This procedure may

have combined the stressful effects of sreeping in the

laboratory with those of the experimentar manipulation.
consistent with the findings of the present study, some

treatment incorporat ion r¡ras evident in the sub jects' dreams,

suggesting a mastery function in adaptation to stress.
However, cohen and cox's observation that subjects exhibited
a marked positive change in "state of mind" or post-sleep
affect was not observed in the present study, where the

change in pre- to post-sleep affect indicated that subjects
from each treatment condition felt less positive affect in
the morning than at night. That is, subjects expressed more

surgency and social affection on the pre-sIeep MACL than on

the post-sreep MÀcL. Again, a procedural variation between
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studies makes it difficult to interpret the importance of

this difference concerning mood. cohen and cox used a

general affect rating that was obtained by summing and then

averaging the scores of three affect dimensions: happy-

depressed, affectionate-angry, reraxed-nervous, The present

study however adopted the MACL to provide a more specific
measure of mood components.

In the Kou1ack, prevost, and De Koninck ( 1 995 )

study, subjects worked on either a difficutt or an easy

version of an intellectual test on each of two evenings

immediately before going to bed in the laboratory. The

first night was a night of uninterrupted sleep and the

second was a dream collection night. Dreams of subjects in
the difficult condition contained more anxiety and somewhat

higher levels of incorporation of the presreep material than

subjects in the easy condition, supporting the notion that
dreams serve a mastery function following a stressful event.

Àgain, design variations make it difficurt to compare the

findings of their study to those of the present study.
Kourack et al. (1985) cotrected dream reports by awakening

subjects during each REM period of the dream col-rection
night . Besides possibly being stressfur to subjects, thi s

procedure undoubtedry disrupted the subjects sleep since it
involved a number of awakenings on a single night. several
awakenings during the same night may have disturbed the

function of dreams if, in fact, the dreams of a singre night
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are interrelated and part of a single whol-e (r'reud, 1953;

Kramer, Whitman, Baldridge, & Lansky, 1964). In contrast,
the morning dream report procedure of the present study

permitted subjects to experience dreams without interruption
during the night. Às suggested by Koulack et al. ( 1 985 ) ,

sub jects presumabi-y have ava i labIe a number of di f f erent

and./or integrative ways of dealing v¡ith a stressful event

when they remain asleep during their dreams (p.251). In

addition, the two studies used different dream affect
measures. Ànxiety was the only dream affect measure in the

Koulack et a]. (1985) study v¡hile anxiety was combined with
other affect dimensions to form the dream content category

of affect in the present study. Thus the earlier study

examined a specific dimension of affect in dream whereas the

present study investigated global affect.

Examining the pre- and post-sleep MÀCL ratings,
Koulack, Prevost, and De Koninck (1985) noted a significant
increase in night to morning anxiety following a night of

dream col-]ection while Cohen and Cox (1975) reported a

positive change in post-sleep affect. The present study

however found less positive affect in the morning than at
night: ratings of surgency and sociaÌ affection showed a

decrease from night to morning. SimilarJ-y, Sirois-Berliss
and De Koninck (1982) observed that globaI positive and

globa1 negative mood scores tended to decrease from presleep

to postsleep, suggesting that subjects experienced less
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affect in the morning than at night. Therefore, several
studies have shown night to morning differences in mood,

though the direction of differences has varied among

studies. This type of finding has led Kramer and Roth
(1973, 1980) to suggest that pre- to post-sreep differences
in mood are rel-ated to sreep and hence sreep might serve a

mood-regulating function. In support of this notion,
differences in mood from night to morning were found to be

rel-ated to dream content in the Kramer and Roth (1973, 19g0)

studies. Specifically, the mood rating of unhappy was

associated with the number of characters in the d.ream. when

a number of characters appeared in the dream, subjects
reported a decrease in the unhappy mood rating from night to
morning. The presenL study ho¡.¡ever did not f ind a

significant rerationship between pre- or post-s1eep affect
and dream content. rt shoul-d be noted though, that the
exact number of characters were not specificarry counted in
this study (see Àppendix E). Thus, thi s study provided
evidence of a possible mood-regulating process occurring
between night and morrring, as indicated by the consistent
diminution in positive affect, but it found no specific
indicat ion of a rerat ionship between af fect and dream

content.
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Examininq the Mastery-Compensatory Model

À primary purpose of this study was to explore the
applicability of the proposed Mastery-compensatory Model to
describe the function of dreams in adaptation to a stressful_
intellectuar activity. rn brief , the Mastery-cornpensatory
Model conceptuarizes adaptation to stress as an on-going
dynamic process commencing at the time of the occurrence of
the stressful event and continuing throughout the
individual's waking and sleeping rife untit he or she

resolves the conflict engendered by the stressor. The model_

further proposes the individual will initially experience
predominantly mastery dreams followed by compensation dreams

as part of a two-ford adaptation process to restore barance
or equilibrium. rndeed, the present study provides support
for the notion that adaptation to stress is a dynamic
process that involves mastery and compensatory phases.

An integral part of the Mastery-compensatory Model

i s the predict ion that instances of dream content
incorporating el-ements from the experimental condition wilr
decrease as mastery of the stressor is achieved. However,

significantly more treatment incorporation v¡as reported on

post-test Nights 1, 3, 4 and 5 than on the baseline night.
Furthermore, the results of this study showed the trend
toward more treatment incorporation in the dream or dreams

across successive post-stressor nights, suggest ing the
operation of a mastery function of dreams. This trend
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indicaLes the mastery process was actually becoming more

evident in dreams torvard the end of the study than in dreams

immediately following the stress manipulation.

one might speculate that Lhe dreams immediateJ_y

following the stressful intetlectual activity served a

function that was primarily mastery in nature. Hence, on

post-test Night 1 subjects vrere attempting to work through
or master the stress engendered by the intellectual activity
administered that day by incorporating elements of the
stressor in dreams. Because the process of mastery includes
a rehearsal of stressful el-ements and associated affect, the
process itself might have contributed additional stress to
that arready generated by the intetlectual_ activity.
subjects then might have experienced dreams that would help
to restore some degree of psychologicar balance.
conseguently, dreams on post-test Night 2 might have

provided some compensation for the conflict and possibly
allowed subjects to avoid the stressor.

compensation is suggested by dream content that is
discontinuous or inconsistent with elements of the waking

stressful situation. Given that compensation is, in effect,
indicated by an absence of treatment i ncorporat i on i n

dreams, it is possible that dreams served primarity a

compensatory function and l-ess a mastery function on post-
test Nights 2 and 6. Às the subjects achieved some degree

of solace through the compensation process on these nights,
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a need to master the stressor might have become dominant
again on subseguent nights if subjects had not adequatery
dealt with the contemporary stress.

Indeed, the findings of the present study are not
inconsistent with the notion that adaptation to the
stressful intellectual activity involved mastery and

compensat ion phases " Dream content incorporation of the
stressor and post-sreep negative affect suggest the
operation of a mastery process on post-test Nights 3 and 4

and possibty also on post-test Nights 1 and 5. The changes

in negative affect across successive post-stressor nights
provide evidence of a mastery phase and a compensation
phase. Although the easy test subjects showed an initial
increase and then a decrease in morning negative affect
across nights, the difficult test subjects presented a

response profile that alternated between decreasing and

increasing levers of post-s1eep negative affect across
nights, possibly as the resur-t of some oscillation in dream

function between mastery and compensation processes. Thus,

although highry speculat ive , i t i s possibre that dreams

oscillated between serving a mastery and a compensation
function until subjects þ¡ere abre to achieve adaptation to
the stressful inteltectual activity.

The notion that
stressor might involve
functions of dream is

adaptation to an intellectual
a process of oscillation between

consistent r+ith the disruption-
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avoidance-adaptation model proposed by wright and Kourack
(1987) " They suggested an oscirlation occurs between dreams
concerning the stressfur- event and dreams presenting
erements that appear either complementary or unrelated to
the event, untiL successful_ adaptation to the stressor has
occurred' According to this mode1, dream content foJ_Iowing
a stressful event is altered or disrupted by the
incorporation of el-ements of the situation in an attempt to
master the event. However, the process of dreaming about
the stressful event may itself be stressful and so the
individual then experiences dreams that are unrerated or
compLementary to the stressor as a way of avoiding and
obtaining temporary relief from the disruptive materiaÌ.
That is, mastery (or disruptive) dreams are repraced by
pleasant (or avoidance ) dreams in order to achieve
equilibrium or homeostasis. If the individual has not
successfurly dealt with the stressor, then dreams will again
address the stressfur event in an attempt to master the
st ress . This oscillation between functions of dream is
posturated by wright and Koulack (19g7) to continue until
the individuar is abre to obtain some sort of resoÌution of
the stress.

There is additionar evidence that the function of
dreams may change dur ing adaptat ion . Kramer, whi tman,
Bal-dridge, and Lansky (1964) examined the interrerationship
between dreams r.¡ithin a night and f ound two main patterns.



one pattern consisted of a sequential relationship in wh

"progression occurs and in which each dream solution acts

a 'night residue' for the next dream" (p. 3B). The ot
pattern involved a repetition of themes related
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"traumatic states". Though Kramer et al" suggested the two

types of dream pattern may be at the ends of a continuum,

the patterns of repetition and progression indicate that
dreams might change or serve more than one function in
adaptation. The function of dreams may incrude a rehearsal

or repetition of the event and then a progression from that
event in order to establ i sh balance and eventualty
adaptation to the trauma. Possibly, the specific pattern of

dreaming may be determined by the nature of the stressor
itself , the signif icance of the stressor to the individual,
and the capacity of the individual to withstand stress.

It appears then that adaptation to stress is a

dynamic process. The findings of the present study are

consistent with the notion that dreams serve to master

stress following a stressfur intell-ectuar activity and that
this function tends to assume a more prominent role in
adaptation across successive post-stressor nights. In

addition, there is at l-east suggestive evidence to speculate

that adaptation to a stressor may involve an oscilration
between mastery and compensation processes of dream function
untiL successful adaptation to the stressor has occurred.
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Spec iaI Considerations

since the present study faired to statistically support
the notion that dreams serve initialry a mastery and then a

compensatory function in adaptation to stress, it is
pertinent to address some of the difficulties and

considerations associated with this study and the generar
area of dream research (for a review of measurement and

design issues in sleep research, see Antrobus, Fein, Jordan,
Ellrnan, & Àrkin, 1978)" These considerations can be

categorized as conceptuaì., methodologicaL and statistical
i ssues.

Typically, dreams are conceptuarized as serving
either a mastery or a compensatory function in adaptation to
stress. Those dreams that contain incorporations of the
stressfur event are thought to reveal a mastery process.
Though it is relatively easy, through incidents of treatment
incorporation, to determine that a d.ream appears to be

furfilling a mastery function, 
, 
it may not always be obvious

that a dream is functioning to compensate the dreamer for
the stressful experience. compensatory dreams are
conceptualized as containing themes complementary to the
stressor and as a pleasant experience for the dreamer.
However, in practice, it is difficult to determine the
specific dream theme that would constitute complementary

content and be pleasant for a particurar individual. The

operational definition of a compensation dream might al_most
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be phrased as "a dream that does not contain treatment
incorporation". rn other words ¡ d dream is laberled
"compensatory" when there is an absence of support for the

mastery process" That is, in a sense, "compensation" occurs

by default of the mastery process. This situation excludes

the possibility of dream simurtaneously serving a mastery

and a compensatory funct ion. Therefore it would be

beneficial to identify dream themes or define dream rating
dimensions that indicate the operation of a compensation

process following a sLressful event, in much the same way as

treatment incorporation represents a mastery process.

À better, more precise operaLionar definition of
compensation in dream content might crarify the importance

of the trend toward more treatment incorporation of dream

content across post-stressor nights that was found in the
present study. one can speculate that this trend was

indicative of a mastery process gradually becoming more

prominent in the dream across successive nights while a

compensatory process s¡as diminishing in activity. Rel-ative

to subsequent n ights, subjects may have initially
experienced compensation dreams that contained the element

missing from the test situation and then experienced mastery

dreams. containing incorporations of the stressor. This
possibility cannot be erirninated without a more refined
definition that possibJ-y addresses the specific stressor and

predicts the content of the resulting compensation dream.
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Not onry is there vagueness in the operational
definition of compensation but there is some guestion as to
whether the term compensation adequately describes the
process that occurs during adaptat ion. Às ment ioned
earlier, wright and Koulack ( 1 987) proposed that avoidance
replace the notion of compensation since it seems to be a

more accurate reflection of the process. Avoidance is a

broader concept than compensation and refers to attempts to
achieve homeostasis after dreaming about a stressful
stimulus. Às outlined by wright and KouLack (1987) , the
process of avoidance in dreams may take three general forms:
1 ) dreams may contain er-ements of a thought or activity
missing from r+aking or sleeping experience; 2) dreams may

have no apparent rel-ationship to the stressful experience;
ot, 3) dreams may be complementary in affect to stressful
waking or sleeping experiences. rn addition to perhaps

being a more accurate representation of the process than
compensation, the concept of avoidance may further expedite
understanding of the function of dreams in adaptation to
stress by offering an operational definition of the process.
That is, each of the three forms of avoidance in dreams can

serve as a basis of an operationar definition to determine
the occurrence of this process in dreams.

rn addition to concerns pertaining to the
operational vagueness and accuracy of the compensation

construct, there are methodological- and statistical issues
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that are relevant to the general area of dream research.

Dream research exacts a great investment of time and effort,
on the part of both the subject and the researcher.

Consequent.ly, dream studies tend to involve a sma11 sample

size" Though studies recruit relatively few subjects, many

exper imental measures commonly are obtained from the

participants, including dream reports, subject ratings of

the dream I affect ratings and guestionnaire iterns. For

hypothesis testing, this combination of few subjects and a

large number of dependent measures creates a problem in
striking a balance between Type I and Type II errors. That

is, if a small per test significance leveI is adopted in an

attempt to address the issue of compounding Type I errors in

muÌtiple testing situations, the sensitivity of the

resuLting tests is inadequate given the smalì. sample sizes

available and the effect size of interest. If a more

Lenient significance leveI is adopted in order to increase

test sensitivity, rates of Type I error may become

unaccountably large. Thi s di lemma of select ing an

appropriate significance level to test multiple hypotheses

was a special concern of Lhe present study.

This study attempted

problems associated wíth the

subjects and collecting many

adopted significance leveIs

ornnibus hypotheses ( o = .05)

to conf ront the stat i st ical
methodoJ-ogy of employing few

measures in several ways. I t
for testing the experimental

and anc i 1l-a ry quest i on s ( o =
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.01 ) that v¡ere neither excessively tiberal nor conservative,

given the number of statistical tests. However, íL should

be noted that in terms of the levels used in previous

studies examining the effects of stressful events on dream,

these Ievels are stringent. Generally in past research the

required l-eveI of signif icance \,ras .10 (..g", De Koninck &

Koulack, 1975; Foulkes, Pivik, Steadman, Speer, & Symonds,

1967; Greenberg, Pillard, & Pearlman , 1972¡ Hauri, 1970)

although the range extends from .05 (Koulack, Prevost/ & De

Koninck, 1985) to "20 (Newton, 1970) " The significance
l-evel-s used in the present study attempted to achieve a

bal-ance in terms of Type I and Type I I error control.

In addition I a concerted effort was made in this

study to reduce the number of separate dependent variables

that v¡ere being statistically tested for significance. For

example, each of the eight affect items were classified as

positive, neutral or negative affect items and then analyzed

within these three affect categories. Though this procedure

limits compounding Type I error rate by reducing the number

of dependent measures directly being examined, it also

exacts a cost through the l-oss of preciseness when data is
collapsed across measures.

Fina1ly, multivariate statistical analyses were used

instead of univariate whenever appropriate to control the

overall rate of Type I error over a set of dependent

variables" Since multivariate statistics compare subjects
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on a1l the measures simultaneously, a more comprehensive

anallzsis was obtained than if univariate statistics viere

used (Tatsuoka, 197 1). In particular, a MANOVA takes into
account the intercorrelations of the dependent variables
(Gabriel & Hopkins, 1974), an advantage not provided by an

ANOVÀ. When a ser i es of un ivar iate compar i sons i s

conducted, intercorrel-ations of dependent variables often

magnify differences between groups (t<ap1an & Litrownik,
1977). Therefore, the choice of technique (univariate or

multivariate) can effect whether the findings reach

statistical signif icance.

In the present study, there is reason to believe

that the procedure of combining dependent variabres to form

a category coupled with the use of multivariate analyses

yielded findings that differ from those that would be

produced by univariate testing of many dependent measures.

For exampie, when each of the 54 dream content rating
dimensions was ana]-yzed by an ÀNOVA, 47 dimensions showed a

significant night main effect ( p < .02) but when a MÀNOVA

was used to analyze the eight dream content categories
(consisting of the 54 dimensions), none of the categories

revealed a significant night effect ( p. > .05).

Though muLtivariate analyses in this study perrnitted

accurate control of the experimentwise probability of a Type

I error across simultaneously considered dependent

variables, the use of multivariate statistics made it
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some\,rhat difficult to compare the present findings with

those of previous research. Multivariate analyses have not

as yet been widely employed in dream research. In fact,
among al] the studies mentioned, only the study by Sirois-
Berliss and De Koninck (1982) examining the relationship
between dream content and menstrual stress employed

multivariate statistical techniques.

Therefore,

methodological and

addresssed in the

and future findings

there are a number of

stat i st ical i ssues that

future by dream researchers

can be integrated.

conceptual,

need to be

before past

Suqqestions for Further Research

The f indings of the present study suggest that
adaptat ion to a stressful event i s a dynamic process

involving both mastery and compensation phases. However

some of the characteristics of this study already make it
difficult to draw conclusions from these findings and extend

them to theor ies of dream funct ion. The des ign of the

present study can be modi f ied to better study the

hypothesized mediating role of dreams in adaptation to

stress.

FirstIy, the present study attempted to maximize the

treatment ef fect by preselect ing subjects high in
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Àlthough this procedure was successful in

selecting participants who were able to recafÌ their dreams,

it may have inadvertently induced an optimal stress reaction

in all subjects, regardless of the assigned test condition.

Consequently, subjects of both test conditions showed

similar effects following the stress manipulation 
" ïn

addit ion, the use of subjects v¡ho score high on the

neuroticism scale of the Maudsl.ey Personality Inventory made

it very difficult to extend the findings of this study to
the general population. Thus, to avoid these problems, it
is suggested that scores on a neuroticism scale not be used

to recruit subjects "

Not using individuals selected for high neurotism

re-introduces the task of ensuring that subjects will be

able to recall the content of dreams following a presleep

stressor. Àn al-ternative to preselecting subjects on the

basis of a personality characteristic is to conduct the

study in a laboratory setting and awaken subjects during REM

periods to report any dream" An additional advantage of a

laboratory study is the ability to collect dreams from each

REM period of a night and thus determine if dream changes

across the course of successive REM periods on a single

night

The present study showed the trend toward more

treatment incorporation of dream content across successive

nights. Given the possibility that a significant change in
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dream content occurred following Lhe sixth or last post-

stressor night of the study, it is advisabre that subsequent

research sample dream and affect at interval-s beyond the

sixth post-stressor night. ConceívabJ-y, such a study in
which subjects r'rere awakened during each REM period to
report their dreams across a number of nights would

effectiveJ-y become a study examining the effects of REM

deprivation. As a compromise, dream awakenings could take

place on alternate nights and thus permit the subject one

undisturbed night of REM between dream collection nights.
If it was deemed essential to obtain dream reports from each

post-stressor night of the study, then dream could be

collected on even-numbered nights for some subjects and odd-

numbered nights for other subjects.

And finally, if possible, it would be advisable to
perform a manipulation check early in a study before

continuing to ensure that the stress manipulation

differentially effects each treatment group. This

procedure should avoid the probrem of conducting an entire
study and then discovering that it consisted of essentiarJ.y

one treatment group.

By incorporating all or

into the design of further resea

better determine the function

contemporary stress.

some of these modifications

rch, it will be possible to
of dreams in adaptation to
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Summary

Various researchers have specurated on the possible
adaptive functions of dreams in dealing i,¡ith contemporary

stress and maintaining an individual's werl-being. Theories

concerning the adaptive functions of dreams fall into two

broad caiegor i- e s : those hypothesizing a "compensatory"

rol-e,' and those propos i ng a "mastery" rol_e . The

compensation hypothesis (FouIkes, pivik, Steadman, Spear,

and Symonds, 1967¡ Hauri, 1970; Jung, 1974) suggests that
dreams serve to compensate for an event by providing
elements missing from experience. Àccording to the

compensation hypothesis, dream content that is discontinuous
or inconsistent v¡ith elements of the waking stressful
situation may psychologicarry compensate for the event. rn

contrast to the compensation hypothesis, the mastery

hypothesis (Cohen and Cox, 1975; Greenberg, pearlman, and

Gampel, 1972) suggests that dreams help the individual to
master or handle stressful experiences. According to this
notion, dreams help the individual to work through or master

the stressful experience by presenting elements of that
event and alrowing the dreamer to integrate current stress
with the memory of solutions to simirar past, stressfur
exper i ence .

The

possibility
process in

present study was designed to address the

that adaptation to stress may be a dynamic

which dreams operate both to master and to
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Following an adaptation and a

baseline night, subjects were exposed to either an easy or a

difficurt "aptitude test". Then, each subject recorded
dreams and compi-eted mood assessments at home on six
consecutive nights. The dependent measures included pre-
and post-test mood, prê- and post-sleep mood, serf-report
dream ratiogs, and dream content.

Pre- and post-test mood measures reveaLed that both
versions of the aptitude test induced stress in subjects.
Dream content ratings of treatment incorporation for the
difficult and easy test conditions showed a significant
change across post-stressor nights. For both test
condit ions, there was a trend toward more treatment
incorporation in dreams across nights. subjecL ratings of
dreams did not significantry change across nights and did
not differ between treatment conditions. There was a

significant interaction between treatment group and post-
test night in the amount of expressed post-sleep affect.
The easy test subjects reported an initial increase and then
a decrease in negative affect across nights while the
difficult test subjects expressed alternating 1eve1s of
negative affect across successive post-stressor nights.

It was concluded that dreams served both a mastery

and a compensatory function in adaptation to stress
folrowing a stressful intellectual activity. There was some

speculat ion that dreams osc i rlated between mastery and
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compensation processes of dream function untir the dreamer

attained adaptation to the stressor. rt v¡as also suggested

that avoidance replace the notion of compensation since it
seems to be a more accurate refl-ection of the process. some

of the difficurties associated with this study and the area

of dream research in general were reviewed and suggestions

were made for further research.
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Instructions

The analogy quest ions test
relationships between words and

to other words. Àlthough the

some degree, âñ inCicator of

essentially a test of your abili
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your ability to recognize

to apply this relationship
verbal analogy test is, to

your vocabulary, it is
ty to think things out.

This Lest contains two forms of analogy guestions. one form

of analogy is the type in which two capitarized words are

followed by a third capitalized word and a group of four (4)

non-capitalized words lettered a, b, ct and d. you are to
sel-ect from the four (4) alternatives the single word which

best completes the analogy with the three (3) capitalized
words.

An exampJ-e of this type of anal_ogy question r,¡ould be:

TRIA,NGLE is to

heptagon c ) hexagon

The correct ansr,trer

sides, a square has

has six sides.

SQUÀRE as PENTÀGON is to a) octagon

d) paralleJ-ogram

is c) hexagon. A triangle has three

four, a pentagon has five, and a hexagon

b)

Another example of this type of analogy question is:



WORM:

d)lron

The correct

snakes 1 i ke

BIRD:

answer is b)

to eat mice.

MOUSE: a) man b) sna ke

137

roden t

snake " Birds like to eat worms;

c)

The other form of analogy contained in this test is the type

in which each question consists of two words which have some

specific relationship to each other. From the four (4)

pairs of words whj.ch folIow, you are to select the pair
which is related in the same way as the words of the first
pair.

An example of this type of anal-ogy question is:

PÀGE: BOOK: a ) dict ionary: 1 ibrary

b) slat:blind

c ) teacher: school

d) boy:knight

The correct ans\.¡er is b) slat:blind.

Choose the

Questions

considered

one response that
having more than one

incorrect.

best cornpletes the analogy.

alternative selected will be
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FORM À

'l . FLEECE : SHEEP : : PLUMÀGE : (a. chest b. f eather

c. finery d. swan)

2" RUBY : TOMATO : : EMERÀLD : (a. rose b. gem

c. shamrock d" squash)

3. THEÀTRE : (a. burlesque b. tragedy c. thespian

d. in-the-round) : : pOETRy : DOGGEREL

4. HARVEST : MARKET : : MÀNUFÀCTURE : (a. wholesal_e

b. sel I c . store d. purchase )

5. FLÀUNT : (a. slyIy b. ostentatiously c. brazenly

d. boastfully) : : BETRAy : FÀITHFULLY

6. WÀGON : (a. adolescence b. birth c. youth

d" travel) : : HORSE : CHILDHOOD

7. SILVER : PÀPER : : TARNISH : (a. wrinkle

b. yellow c. rust d" age)

B. FROND : FERN : : a) âcorn:oak

b) bulb:tuIip
c) needles:pine

d) foliage:bl-ossom

9. THrEF : LÀRCENy : : a) traitor:sedition
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b) demagogue :dissension

c) witness:perjury

d) critic:commentary

d) critic:commentary

'1 0. OBEDIENT : oBSEeuIous : : a) ludicrous:ridicul_ous

b) helpful-:officious
c ) happy izealous

d) serene:agitated

11. TREMULOUS : COURÀGE : : a) portentous:strength

b) stupendous: stability
c ) copious:quatity
d) frivolous:seriousness

12- TMPRESSMENT : HTRtNG : 3 a) enchantment:enslaving

b) condemnation: forgiving
c ) payment :comÞensating

d) conf iscation :purchasing

13. PANTOMINE : DIÀLOGUE : : a) burlesque:humour

b) tableau:movement

c ) melodrarna: costume

d) choreography:music

14" TAXONOMY : ÀNIMALS : : a) cultivation:plants
b) codification:Iaws
c ) emendation:resolutions

d) astronomy: sLars
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15. COURT : LITIGÀTION : : a) tournament:joust

b) reconciliation:dispute

c ) judge: Ìawyer

d) prayer:litany

16. FÀULT : EÀRTHQUAKE : : a) death:sorrow

b) volcano:l-ava c) pain:relief

d) delta:river

17. ENrcMÀ : EXpLrcÀBILITy : 3 a) disembodiment;palpability

b) paradox:reality

c ) abstraction:vacuity

d) ephemera :mutability

18. BREÀKWATER : HARBOUR : : a) sandbag:river

b) jetty:ocean

c ) di ke: sea

d) levee:1and

19. PLÀSTERED : wÀLL : : a) wet:ground

b) sanded:wood

c) smothered:fire

d) bound:book

20" EVADE : CÀPTURE : : a) impede:obstacle

b) escape: fugitive

c ) parry: thrust

d) bait: trap
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lnstructions

In this section, you will find quantitative questions. you

do not need an advanced mathematics background to answer

these questions. Very few of the questions require training
beyond high school algebra and geometry,

Examples

1. The number 1729 is the sum of the cubes of two numbers.

One of these numbers is 10. What is the other number?

a) 17 b) 13 c) 9 d) 3

The answer is c) 9. 1729 - 1000 = 729. 729 is 9 cubed.

2" À certain type of siding for a house costs g10.50

per square yard. What does it cost for the siding
of a wall 4 yards by 60 feet long?

a) $Boo b) $B4o c) #2s20 d) $3240

The answer is b) $840. Àrea of wall = Q yards X 60 fL./3 =

80 sq.yd" " CosL = 80 x $10.50 = $840.

21. The average of four numbers is 54. If one of the

numbers is increased by 6, the average wiIl remain
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unchanged if each of the other three numbers is
reduced by:

a) 2

b) 1

c) 3/4

d) 4

22. If the area of square S is six times the perimeter of S,

then one side of S is:
a) 6

b) 12

c) 24

d) 36

683
23. Which of the following divides 2 x 3 X 5 ?

773
a)2 x 3 x5

652
b)2 x 3 x5

s92
c)2 x.3 x5

475
d)2 x 3 x5

24" After an initial deposit of X dollars, the amount

of money in a certain fund is doubled at the end

of each month for 5 months " I f at the end of

the S-month period, there is a total of $560 in
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the fund, how much money was in the fund at the

beginning of the third month?

a ) $ i 7. so

b) $35

c ) $70

d) $140

25. In the expression below, if each odd-numbered term

is x/2 and each even-numbered term is 2/*, what is
the sum of the first 56 terms of the expression?

x/2+2/x+x/2+2/"+x/2
2

a) 28x + 28

2

b) 7x + 7

2

c) 7x + 32

2

d) 14x + 56
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26. Which of the following fractions is more than 3/4?

a) 71/1oo

b ) 15/20

c ) 19/24

d) 35/71

21" Starting from the same town, two trucks travel due

east and due west, respectively. After three hours,

they are 420 kilorneters apart. 1f the truck going east

travels 2/3 as fast as Lhe truck going west, what is the

rate, in kilometers per hour of the truck going east?

a ) 33.6

b) 50.4

c ) 56

d) 84

28. If 2<X<4 and 2<Y<4, then the maximum possible

value of X - x/v is:
a) 1

b) 1 1/2

c) 2

d) 3

29. which number in the series below is in error?

.3, 3, 6, 18, 72, 216, 2160

a) 2160

b) 216

c) 72

d) 6
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30. What is the smallest positive number r+hich, when

it is divided by 3,4, or 5, will leave a

remainder of 2?

a) 42

b) 62

c) 22

d) 182

Instructions

In the following section, you will be required to complete a

sentence in which one or tv¡o words are missing and

represented by blank spaces. It is necessary to seLect the

word or words whích best complete the meaning of the

statement frorn the lettered words or sets of words.

Example

The Citizens Budget Commission criticized the proposed

legislation as and wastef ul . a ) trelpf uI b)

completed c ) praiseworthy d) illogical

The correct answer is d) il1ogical"



3'1 . The fact is so

even in defining it.
a ) mastoidal

b) elusive

c ) fragmentary

d) morbid

32. Matty wanted nothing more than to the pain.

a ) subordinate

b) allegate

c ) increate

d) alleviate

33. Historians of science wilI welcome this vol-ume, for

they have long the fact that there is no

adequate account of the development of science in

ancient China.

a ) debated

b) refuted

c ) belirrled

d) bemoaned

34. She was saddened to hear that her colleagues

cont inued to her protege, for she
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that no one has ever succeeded

him.had hoped that success would

a) underwrite attract
b) disparage vindicate

c) patronize enrage

d) flatter encourage
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35. Smith r+as , âÍì elementary f orce in
herself, driving, yearning, and resistant "

a ) gui leless

b) pretentious

c ) autonomous

d) radical

36" To the lecture on the effects

of smoking, the doctor showed slides of damaged

lungs and distributed pamphlets replete with

f rightening statistics.
a ) authent icate salutary

b) corroborate deleterious

c ) undermine innocuous

d) substant iate innocuous

37. She ov¡es most of her success to her calm, measured,

analytical attacks on the problems of advertising,

making order out of

a ) chaos

b) austerity
c ) procedure

d) squalor

38. In Hindu mythology, referred to a

to earth.

a ) autoclave reference

b) dipsomania prayer

c ) divagation bowing
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d) avatar .... descent

39. The lover of democracy has a(n)

toward total totalitarianism.

a) antipathy

b) empathy

c ) ant ipode

d ) petard

40. The ef fects of the drug made her weary.

a) succint

b) spurious

c) soporific
d) supine

41. Àfter seven hours of listening to his interminable

story-teIlingr wê finally escaped from the

old rnan.

a ) evasive

b) garrulous

c) replenished

d) surreptitious

42. The one nice thing about the house is that it r.ras

situated on a from v¡hich one could see

all the city lights at night.

a) proboscis

b) promontory

c ) proscenium

d) preponderance
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43 " Being very

about him.

45. His

44. The cha i rman' s

a) circumlocutory

b) caustic

c) choleric

d) circumspect

audience to favour

a) cursory

b) bombastic

c) auxiliary
d) cogent

,he knew what was going on

soeec h swayed the

expansion of

hi s proposal 
"

had no place in our serious

46

conversation.

a ) val-ence

b) decency

c ) badinage

d) concatenation

with a less

v¡e should make

price l-eve1s.

a) marked

b) noticeable

c ) sui table

d) rapid

the economy,

toward stableprogre s s

deta i led

approx imate

infinite
substantial

47. They talk a good deal about using
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but deep down they seem to expect that

soc iety wiÌI treat them with i f

they do so.

a ) theology reverence

b) violence indulgence

c) intellect ".". appreciation

d) machinations relish

48. He struggled to maintain his in the

face of the threatening mob"

a) fraternity
b) belligerence

c ) umbrage

d) composure

49" TiII his death he remained in the

belief that the v¡orld was conspiring against

him.

a) ignominious

b) taciturn
c ) obdurate

d) tantamount

50. The defendant was unjustly _ as a

criminal- on the basis of the .

evidence given by the paid informer.

a ) lauded vol-umi nous

b) deified partisan

c) stigmatized spurious
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d) miti-gated adverse
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FORM B

1. FOOD : FUEL : : BODY : (a. gasoline b" mechanic

c. logs d. engine)

2. (a. second b. minute c. time d. day) : HOUR : :

YÀRD : FOOT

3. DUNGEON : (a. torture b. prison c. castle

d. basement) : : CELLÀR : HOME

4. (a. puzzle b" alternative c.Iabe1 d. sphinx):

ENIGMÀ : : LÀBYRINTH : MÀZE

5. 25:36: : 49: (a.53 b.63 c. 94 d. 64)

6. EXILE : TÀX : : EXCOMMUNICATION : (a" pope

b. exc lus ion c . canon d. t i the )

7. FLEECE : SHEEP : : PLUMÀGE : (a. chest

b. feather c " f inery d. swan )

8. CYLINDER : MOTOR : : FOUNDÀTION : (a. brick

b" house c. basis d" chassis)

9. DISCOVERY : SEÀRCH : : a) scalpel:operation

b) decision:triaI
c) f1y:bird

d) parade:march

10. JUNTÀ : PoLrrrcÀL : : a) team:successful
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b) council:advisory

c ) j ury: sec ret i ve

d) parent:instrucLive

'1 1. METAL : DROSS : : a) milk:cream

b) wound: scar

c ) wheat:chaff

d ) soap: lather

12. COLD : CONGEALMENT : : a) solidity:coagulation

b) light:refraction

c ) electr ic i ty: generat ion

d) heat: incandescense

13. PoDTUM : CoNDUCToR : : a) easel:artist

b) theatre:actor

c ) typewriter:author

d) pulpit:preacher

14. GLÀUCOMA : EYES : : a) equitibrium:eardrum

b) amnesia:memory

c ) caries:decay

d) hemophilia:blood

15. PATNTTNG : ARTIST : : a) poem:writer

b) song:singer

c ) cook:meaI

d) car:driver

16. cRrzzLE: GRAy 2 z a) blanch:v¡hite

b) wilt:black
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c ) glovler: red

d) weep:bIue

17" IMMORTAL : DEATH : : a) infinite:limit

b) incomprehensible :wisdom

c ) helpless:aid

d) inexhaustible: fund

18. DISTANCE : MrLE : : a) tiquid:pint
b) bushel:corn

c ) weight: scale

d) ton:coal

19. PNEUMÀTIC : AIR : : a) atomic:nucleus

b) cosmic:universe

c ) hydraul ic : water

d) ultrasonic: speed

20" SIGN : STREET : : a) billboard:advertising
b) handshake : f riendship

c ) target: gun

d) title:story
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I nstruct ions

In this section, you witl find guantitative questions. you

do not need an advanced mathematics background to answer

these questions. Very few of the questions reguire training
beyond high school algebra and geonetry"

ExamÞl e s

1" The number 1729 is the sum of the cubes of two numbers.

One of these numbers is 10. What is the other number?

a) 17 b) 13 c) 9 d) 3

The answer is c) 9. 1729 1000 = 729. 729 is 9 cubed.

2" A certain type of siding for a house costs g10.50 per

sguare yard. What does it cost for the siding of a

wall 4 yards by 60 feet long?

a) $800 b) $B4o c) 92520 d) $3240

The answer is b) $840. Àrea of wal-I = 4 yards X 60 f.L./3 =

80 sq. yd.. Cost = 80 X 910.50 = $840.

21. If all P are S and no S are e, it necessarily
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follows that:

a) all Q are S

b) all Q are P

c) no P are O

d) some Q are P

22" The average of four numbers is 54. If one of

the numbers is increased by 6, the average wilI
remain unchanged if each of the other three

numbers is reduced by:

a) 2

b) 1

c) 3/4

d) 4

23. If a hat costs $4.20 after a 40% díscount,

what was the original price?

a ) ç2.52

b) $4.60

c) $5.33

d) $7"00

24" À cylindrical oil tank is 1/3 full. rf 30

more litres are added, the tank will be half-
full. What is the capacity in litres of the

tank?

a) 150

b) 160

c) 170
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d) 180

25" A prime

only by

a pr ime

a) 23

b) 37

c ) 53

d) 87

¿Þ" 1t

a)

b)

c)

d)

number is a

itself and

numbe r ?

number that can be divided

one. Which i.s not

y = 3, then x/y =x=Y+land
4/3

5/6

3/4

5/5

27 In a certain c1ass, 65% of. the students are

taller than Judy and 32% are taller than

8i11. What percent of the class is taller
than Judy but not taller than Bill?
a) 3%

b) 33%

^ \ zEo/W I ¿J/õ

d) 68%

28. What is

43rs+

a) -1/2

b) -2

c) 1/2

the value of rs in the equation

17 = 77 rs?
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d)2

29" ¡, boy receives grades of 92, BB, 84 and 76 in four

of his major subjects. What must he receive in
his f ifth major subject in order to average B5?

a) 85

b) 84

c ) 86

d) 83

30. Which of the follo*inn fractions is more than 3/4?

a) 71/1oo

b) 15/20

c ) 1e/24

d) 35/71

Instructions

In the following section, you will be required to complete a

sentence in which one or two words are mi ssing and

represenLed by blank spaces. It is necessary to select the

word or words which best compl-ete the meaning of the

statement from the l-ettered words or sets of words.

Example
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The Citizens Budget Commission criticized the proposed

legi slat ion as and wasteful. a ) helpful b)

completed c) praiseworthy d) ilJ-ogical

The correct answer is d) illogical.

31. The day will come when will look back

upon us and our time with a sense of superiority.
a) prosperity

b) antiquity
c ) ancestors

d) descendants

32. Many young people, even from bac kgrounds ,

show their by opposing the Establishment.

a) repressed visibility
b) disadvantaged connection

c ) morose ingenuity

d) affluent alienation

33. In spite of its limited _, the magazine had

a strong on political thought in the

count ry .

a) appeal repression

b) insights reminder
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c ) circulation influence

d) values .... survival-

34. With a less expansion of the economy,

we should make

pri,ce l-eve1s.

progress toward stable

a) marked detailed
b) noticeable .... approximate

c) suitable infinite
d) rapid substantial

35. The sLrenuousness of the 48-hour week is
further when it is compared with
Lhe schedule of other police forces in

our Canadiarr cities.

a ) inculcated

b) accentuated

c ) demoralized

d) cauterized

36. He struggled to maintain his 1n

the face of the threatening mob.

a) fraternity
b) belligerence

c ) umbrage

d) composure

37, Though he was realistic and pragmatic in
most things, he was an ardent devotee of

plays of
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a) satire
b) fantasy

c) realism

d) emotion

38 " The problem of

studies before

a ) pr imar i 1y

b) virulentì-y

c ) adequately

d) monetarily

39.

40.

pollution must

we can overcome

be

ir

Matty wanted nothing more

a ) subordinate

b) allegate

c ) increate

d) all-eviate

Under these circumstances,

uttered must be dealt out

rounds of ammunition in a

a) ceremoniously

b) suddenly

c ) endlessly

d) sparingly

than to the pain.

every word that is

like the last

bes ieged fortress.

41. We fearned to think of the laws of nature as

never to be without severe penalty.

a) esoteric enjoyed

b) inescapable accepted
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c ) invidious invoked

d) inexorable violated

42. She owes most of her success to her calm, measured,

analytical attacks on the problems of advertising,
making order out of

a ) chaos

b) austerity
c ) procedure

d) squalor

43. An instal-lment of a Dickens novel the sale

of an edition of the newspaper, for his

was unbounded.

a) guaranteed popularity

b) augmented charity
c ) sot idi f ied fame

d) paralleled magnanimity

44. Historical experience should sober not only the

, who think they have found the certain

sol-ut ion to our problems, but also the

whose solution is a certain return to the ancient

faiths, which have always failed in the past.

a) agnostics atheists
b) materialists idealists
c ) revolutionaries traditionalists
d) scientists philosophers

45. Feeling no particular affection for either of
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his two acquaintances, he vras able to judge their

dispute very

a ) impartially

b) ¡udrc rously

c ) immaculately

d) accurately

+6" In our to reason and logic lre sometimes

forget that goodness and beauty are also

criteria.
a ) devot ion valid
b) response objective
c) attention conflicting
d) homage insignificant

47. There was much as to the steps

needed to reduce infJ-ation, but litLte actual
knowledge about it.
a ) information activated
b) criticism typical
c) speculation specific
d) agitation recurrent

48, Actors are often very since they must

believe strongly in their o\.¡n worth and talents.
a) Iaconic

b) reticent
c ) unequivocal

d) egotistic
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49. In legislative investigations of

subjects, there witl always be great risks
that any standards set up will yield or be

circumvented in one way or another.

a ) controversial

b) parsimonious

c ) innocuous

d) subliminal

50. Her devotion to music his own interest
in an art he had once loved as a child.

a ) revi led

b) revived

c) detrÌed

d) belied
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Beside each

you are feel

LITTLE, DON'

the extent

feelings.

Mood Ad'ìective Check List

of the adjectives listed below, please

ing at the present time. Use the terms

T KNOW, and NO beside each adjective to

to which each adjective describes your

166

rate how

, MUCH,

indicate

pre sen t

Ratinq

jittery

play f uI

suspi c i ous

quiet

detached

def iant

an9ry

fearful

care f ree

regret ful
di stant

rebellious

warm-hearted

sad

affectionate

clutched up

skeptical
plac i d
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remote

witty
k i ndly

sor ry

dub i ous

still
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Mood Àdiective Check List

Indj.vidual adjectives are scored as forlows: MUCH is scored

as 3, LITTLE as 2, DON'T KNOW as 1, and NO as 0" Factor

scores are obtained by summing the scores of the individual
adjectives in the factor.

Factors:

Aggression: def iant, angry, rebelt ious

Anxiety: jittery, f earf uJ_, clutched up

Surgency: p1ayful, carefree, witty

Social Affection; warm-hearted, af'fectionate, kindly

Depression: sad, regretful, sorry

Distrust: suspicious, skeptical, dubious

Quiet : quiet , plac id, st i 11

Detached: detached, distant, remote
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Post-Test Questionnaire

We are interested in your

aptitude test which you have j

to relate your performance on

dreams, it may be important

the problems. Below you' lI
concerning the aptitude test.
wrong answers ¡ but please

carefully before you answer it.

You will notice that for each

of phrases, one phrase at each

scafe. Please indicate for

point along the continuum wh

feelings by circling the

corresponds to your reaction at
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personal react ion to the

ust completed. I,lhen r.Ie try
the aptitude test to your

to know how you felt about

find a number of questions

There are no right or

consider each question

question, there is a pair

end of a seven (7) point

each pair of phrases the

ich best represents your

number which you feel
this time.

1. When the problems on the test were first introduced,

how conf ident r+ere you that you'd be able Lo solve

them?

1

no confidence

67

ve ry

confident



¿. When trying to solve

i t \{as important to

the problems, did

do wel-I on them?

171

you feel that

1

not at all
important

67
ve ry

impo r tan t

3. Do

is

you feel that

indicative of

your performance

your intellectual-

on the test

abrlrtyl

1

not at all
7

ve ry

much

û" I f you were asked

similar to those

you feel that you

to solve some more problems,

on the test, how confident do

would be able to solve them?

1

not at all
con f ident

7

extremely

con f ident

5. How difficult did you find the test?
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very difficult

172

7

ve ry

ea sy

6" Hor+ hard did you

and guestions on

try to solve the problems

the test?

1

tried my very

hardest

How do you feel about your performance on

the test ?

'1

not at all
pI ea sed

8. Did you feel tired at the end of the test?

1

very ti red

67
did not iry

at all

67
ve ry

plea sed

6 7

not at all
tired
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a)

9" How did you feel- during the test administration?

very at ease

b)

1

very calm

7

ve ry

ten se

7

very

st ressed

-10 " How f rustrated did you f eel whi Ie wr it ing the

test ?

1

felt very

frustrated

1'1 . How successf ul did you f eel at the end of the

test ?

1

very successful

7

did not

feel

f rust rated

at all

6Ê
J 7

not at a1l

successful
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PAqt-Exper imental Questionnaire

1. what do you think was the purpose of this experiment?

2 " Do you f eel that you were treated unf ai rry ? lf ,,yes',,

why ?

3 " I^Ihat was the inf ruence of the apt itude test on the
opinion you had of your intelligence?

4. what was the effect of the aptitude test on your revels
of confidence and ambition?

5. what relationship, if âDy, was there between the
aptitude test and the collection of dreams?

6. what was the purpose of colrection of dreams each night?

7 " Did you have any prior knowredge concerning this
exÞeriment? lf so, what was it?

8" During the past week, what events (both experimentar and

those happening in your life) stick-out in your memory? rry
to recall on what day and when each of these events
happened.
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Dream Rat.inq Manual

for

Scorinq Dreams

Cateqories

treatment incorporation

appearance of specific items

reference to treatment situation
affect

level of affect in the dream

emot i on s

act ivity
participation of the self
type of activity
general leve1 of activity
level of activity of the self

soc iaL interact ion

aggression

f r i endly

sexua 1

number of characters in social interaction
fortune

SUCCeSS

fa i lure

environmental press

bizarreness
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vividness

change of seguence
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TREÀTMENT ]NCORPORATiON

appearance of specific items

Objects (fO); test questions

I BM sheet

penc i 1

tabl e

chair

tape recorder, tape

quest ionna i re

mood checklist
Person (rP): experimenter

subject

r,ocation (tr): enclosed room

long hallway

reference to treatment situation (rS) )

any reference to Psychology or school-

marks

Freud

rat s

receiving phone calls
expe r iment

test ing

time pressure

tape recording

verbal task

math task

sleepi ng

recording dreams
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The presence or implied presence of a treatment situation in

a dream is rated along the dimension of centrariLy. An item

rqhich i s central- to the dream should be rated c1 , whi le an

item v¡hich is not central to the dream should be rated c0.

Example s

i ) I was vrorking on a test at school-.

ii ) Af ter \,{riting some test, I decided to go

friend's apartment.

In i ), the treatment situation (testing)

the dream (c1)" rn ii), the test situation
to the dream (C0).

to my

1S

is

central- to

not central-

AFFECT

Level of Àffect in

6-point scale

0 - no affect

the Dream (la)

1 - al-most no af f ect

2 - small amount of affect
3 - moderate amount of affect
4 - much affect
5 - very much affect

Level of affect refers to the general degree of emotion

displayed or impried in the dream. Àffect may be either
positive or negative in nature and attributed to the dreamer

or a participant.
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Examples

1 - almost no affect: "f remember not wanting to wake

up because the cookies tasted so good."

2 - small amount of affect: "I remember this feeling

of kind of feeling all tied up like T couldn't do

anything. "

3 - moderate amount of affect "I was getting excited
at thai scene because of the missiles coming and

things were seeming to happen a littIe faster and

all of a sudden, it changed and I was with my

family and we were going with a few relatives to
dinner and, we got to dinner and we were eating
ice cream. t'

4 - much affect: "I was very relaxed, happy, and

content.

Everything was warm and peaceful. "

"ft made me feel very creepy and sick."
5 - very much affect: "I was really disgusted. I

remember being very very disgusted about that."

Emotions (n)

anger (aN) apprehension (ap) happiness (ge) sadness (sn)

confusion (co)

0 - none

1 - almost no emotion

2 - small- amount of emotion

3 - moderate amount of'emotion
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4 - much emotion

5 - very much emotion

when a specif ic emotion is dispJ-ayed or implied in the
dream, the degree of this emotion is rated using the 6-point
scale outlined above.

Examples

anger(aN); annoyed, irritated, mad, provoked, furious,
belligerent, incensed, indignant, enraged

apprehension(ap): fear, anxiety, gui1t, embarrassment,

horrified, frightened, scared, worried,

concerned, panicky, aLarmed, uneasy, upset,

sorry, apologetic, regretful, ashamed,

remorseful, têrrified, nervous

happiness(He): contented, pleased, relieved, amused,

gIad, relaxed, gratified, 9ay, wonderful,
joyful, exhilarated, elated, cheerful

sadness(So) : disappointed, distressed, hurt,
lost , mi serabJ-e, hopel_ess, crushed,

heartbroken, 1one1y, depressed

confusion(cO) : surprised, astonished, amazed,

puzzJ-ed, perplexed, strange, bewildered,

conflicted, undecided, uncertain,
doubtful, mystified, awestruck

ÀCTIVI TY

Particirration of the Self (gSl
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There are three leveIs of participation of the self. Each

dream must be rated for this category.

0 - dreamer is not in any way a participant
1 - dreamer observes himself in the dream

2 - dreamer is in the dream

i) dreamer is not in any way a participant
In this level of participation the dreamer is
merely an observer of the dream" He is noL in

it nor does he see himself in it.
Examples: a)there was a ball game being played.

b) I could see someone skiing dorçn the

sJ-ope. It v¡as as if I were watching

a movie"

This level of participation should receive a rating

of 0"

ii) dreamer observes himsetf in the dream

The dreamer is an observer of and a participant in

the dream. He is watching himself participate in

the dream.

Examples: a)I could see myself skiing down the

s1ope.

b) I savl myself sitting in the stands

watching a ball game.

'This level of participation should Éeceive a rating
of 1.

iii) dreamer is in the dream

The dreamer is in the dream as if in real life. He

is an active participant in the dream.
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Examples: a)f v¡as skiing"

b)I was sitting in the stands watching a

ball game.

This level of participation should receive a rating
of 2"

Trpe of Àctivity in the Dream (ra)
presence (1) or absence (0)

P(physical) - any voluntary movement

M(movernent ) - character changes physical l-ocation by

self -propelled movements ; anytime

muscular activity stated or implied
L(location change) - by means other than by

self-propelled muscular activity
V(verbal) - e.g., talking
E(expressive communication) e.g., Iaughing, crying,

scowlingr srlil ing

S(visual) - e.g., see, read, notice, watch, view
A(auditory) - e.g., hearing or listening behaviour
c(thinking) - deriberate continued mental effort

General Level of Àctivitv in the Dream (GA)

0 - no activity
1 - almost no activity
2 - small amount of activity
3 - moderate amount

4 - much activity
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This category indicates the level of activity of everything

in the dream except the dreamer. Thus, the amount of

movement as well as the speed of movement of other people or

objects in the dream should be taken into account" À dream

containing a lot of people running or trains passing swiftly

close by might receive a rating of 4; while a dream

containing a few people walking or trains travelling in the

distance mLght receive a rating of 2"

Level of Àctivitv of the Self

0 - no activity
1 - al-most no act ivi ty
2 - small amount of activity
3 - moderate amount

4 - much activity

This category invol-ves the rating of the extent of activity
engaged in by the dreamer in the dream as a whole.

SOCIAL INTERÀCTIONS (ST )

Aqqression

À1 hostitity feeling

AZ verbal

À3 - aggressive attempt

A4 accusation-threat

À5 - theft-destruction
À6 chase-capture
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A7 - harm-weapon

AB aggressive-action-death

Fr i endly

F1 - felt only

F2 verbal-gestural

F3 - gift-loan
F4 assistance

F5 - social activity
F6 - physical activity
F7 close rel-ationship

Sexual Interaction
51 - thoughts

32 propositions

53 - necking

54 - foreplay

S5 intercourse

Àgqression

À1 hostility feeling Covert feeling of

hostility or anger without any overt

expression of aggression.

ExampLes

i ) I kept getting madder and rnadder aL

him but never said anything.

ii)I felt like hitting him but I didn't.

A2 verbal - Àggression displayed through verbal
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or expressive activity" Included are such

activities as one character yelling or

swearing at another or when a character

criticizes or scowfs at another.

ExamÞl-es

i)i could hear the couple next door

arguing.

ii)My father said I was a lousy driver.

A3 aggressive attempt This subclass covers all
situations where there is an attempt by

one character to reject, exploit, control,
or verbally coerce another character.

Such activity may be expressed through

dismissals, demands¡ r€fusaIs,

disobedience, or any other type

of negativist ic or deceitful behaviour.

Examples

i)She turned her back on her husband

and walked out of the room.

i i )This fat lady insisted that the

crying child finish all his supper.

i i i )My roommate's parents wouldn't allow

him to go to New York.

iv)f found out that my brother had lied
about me to my teacher.

À4 accusation-threat - An aggressive act in
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which a serious accusation or verbal

threat of harm is made agai-nst a character.

Examples

i)This otd lady kept shouting that I was

the man the police were looking for.
ii)Jim told this man if he didn't stop,

he vras going to punch him on the nose.

À5 theft-destruction Àn aggressive act which

involves the theft or destruction of

possessions belonging to a character.

Examples

i )My room eas all messed up and the TV

was missing.

i i ) He set f i re to the farmer ' s barn .

i i i ) She threw her father' s glasses into
the lake.

A6 chase-capture An aggressive act rvhich

involves a character being chased,

captured, confined, or physically

coerced into performing some act.

Examples

i)I kept trying to run faster but

the gorilla t¡as catching up with me.

ii)The lirtle baby had been kidnapped

by someone.
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iii)The police put the suspect in jail"

iv)ue held my isrist and he puJ-led me

along the street with hirn.

A7 harm-weapon - Àn aggressive act v¡hich

involves an attempt to physicall-y harm

a character. The attempt may be carried

out through personal assaul-t or through

use of a weapon.

Examples

i)I slapped him in the face.

ii)these two boys were throwing siones

at each other "

iii)He pointed a gun at me and told me

to hurry up.

AB aggressive-action-death An aggressive

act which results in the death of a

character.

ExamÞl-es

i)this dark stranger sprang at the

blonde woman and hacked her to

pieces with a big knife.

ii)I squashed the bug with my foot.

Fr i endly

F1 felt only Friendliness is felt toward

a character but it is not expressed overtly.
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Exampl e s

i)I felt so good inside just to be with

her.

i i ) I f elt very sorry when I heard r+hat

happened to her.

iii)i thought that the new girl looked

very attractive.

F2 - verbal-gestural - This subclass covers a

wide variety of expressions of friendliness
that may be conveyed through either verbal_

or gestural- means. Included are such

activities as wel-coming, greeting, waving

hello or goodbye, introducing one person

to another person, smiling at someone,

phoning or writing someone for a friendly
purpose, and sympathizing with or praising

someone.

ExampI e s

i)rie tooted the car horn in recognition

as he passed me on the street "

i i ) i called my father to tell him the

good news.

iii)I complimented Jean on her new dress.

F3 gift-loan Friendliness expressed by offering
a gift or loaning a possession to a character.

Examples
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i)ge gave me a book for my birthday.
ii)I let my brother borrow my car for

the t r ip.

F4 assistance Friendliness expressed through

extending assistance to a character or

of fer ing to do so. I nc luded in thi s

subclass are helping, protecting, and

rescuing acts.

Example

i)i found out where she lived and took

her home.

F5 social- activity - Friendliness expressed by

taking the initiative in requesting a

character to share in a pleasant social
activity. Included are situations where

one character requests another to

accompany him to some event, asks

for a date, and visits someone.

Examples

i)I phoned Judy to ask for a date.

i i )My roommate asked me to spend the

weekend at his home.

F6 physical contact - Friendliness expressed

through socially acceptable forms of

physical contact. Included in this
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subclass are such acts as shaking

hands, cuddling a baby, and dancing.

Kissing and embracing are al-so included

when they are clearly nonsexual in intent"

Example s

i)He began to pet the new puppy.

ii)I was so glad to see Mom that I

gave her a big kiss.

iii)uy brother gave me a pat on the

shoulder.

F7 - close relationship - Friendliness expressed

through a desire for a long-term close

relationship with a character. Included

in this subclass are getting married,

becoming engaged, and falling in love.

Exampl-es

i)l dreamed my girlf riend and I were

getting married in this unusual-

looking church.

ii)I gave her a beautiful engagement

ring.

Sexual Interaction

S'l thoughts - A character has sexual thoughts

or fantasies about another character.

Example
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i)I imagined what it would be lii<e

to sleep with Bo Derek.

52 - propositions - A character makes sexual

overtures to or "propositions" another

character "

Example

i)This good-looking woman who was

a stranger to me suggested v¡e go

to her apartment and make love.

53 necking - This subclass covers necking

and "nonplatonic" kissing.

Example

i)And then my girlfriend kissed

for a long time.

54 - foreplay This subclass involves the

various types of foreplay activities
generally preceding intercourse.

Example

i ) I dreamed I looked in the window

across the street and I saw this
man I didn't recognize fondling

the neighbour lady's breasts.

55 intercourse - A character has or attempts

to have sexual intercourse with another
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character.

Example

i)My girl was willing and I was just

getting ready to insert my penis

when I woke up" It was a wet dream.

Number of Characters in Social Interaction (#C)

0 - solitary (".g., dreamer alone)

1 - pair/couple (Z characters)

2 - group (>Z characters)

FORTUNE (F)

SU - success/winning

FL - fa íIure/Losing

Success (su)

Examples

i )The exam was a tough one but I was

determined to get a good grade.

I wrote as fast as I could and

put down aII the examples I had

memorized. I felt sure that I

had done well on it.

ii)e man was chasing me with a gun.

By running down some narrow dark

aIleys and climbing sone high

fences, I finally was able to
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get away.

Failure (rr)

Exampl e s

i)My father couldn't f ind his glasses

although he looked high and low

for them all over the house.

ii)l wanted to board this boat and

kept trying to climb the ladder

but every time I got near the

top I slipped back into the

ocean again.

Environmental Press (eP)

M - misfortune - bad things happen to a

character

GF good fortune good things happen to

a character

Mi sf ortune (M)

M1 environmental barrier or obstacle;
' character is late or unable to move

M2 - falling or danger of falling
M3 - environmental threat

M4 - accident or loss

M5 - injury or illness
M6 - death

Examples
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M1 : i )when we reached the ríver, we

discovered that the bridge had

collapsed so v¡e couldn't get to
the picnic grounds"

)es the truck bore down on ilê,

I tried to run but found that

my legs wouldn't move.

)i dreamed that I was fatling and

falling and never hit bottom.

)as I stood on the edge of the

cliff, the rocks began to move

and I was af raid I rnight f all.

1I

lú22 i

M3: i

M4: i

M5:

11,

11

)rhe wall began to crack

bulge out and I thought

going to fall on me.

)tne waves were very high

I was afraid the boat we

in was going to capsize.

and

it was

and

were

11

)es I was driving down the

mountain, my car crashed

because of the icy road.

) ¡'ty car h3d a f l-at t i re .

)My mother lost her memory.

)He had a clubfoot.

1

1l

M6: i ) I was atttending my father's
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funeral.

ii)I went up to the coffins and

opened them. Lying in one box

was my mother, in the other my

sister, and in the third my

brother. They al-I appeared

to be dead "

Good Fortune (GF)

GFO - absent

GF1 present

ExamÞf e s

GF: i ) I was out hunt ing when a J-arge

herd of deer just seemed to

appear from out of nowhere.

ii)I dreamed I found a lot of money.

BI ZÀRRENESS (E)

1 - dream entirely true to life
2 - dream contains both real and unreal-

elements

3 - dream totally unreal

This category refers to the extent of "unrealness" of the

dream.

Examples

i)I was floating on a cloud.

I could see the earth far below.
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ii)We were at a hot dog stand.

Joe was standing next to me and

eating some french fries.

iii)we were standing at a hot dog

stand. Joe was eating a clam

which was easily ten feet high.

He was carving chunks out of it

with an axe. I was standing

eating a hot dog. There were

a few other people around.

Example i) wouLd receive a rating of 3, ii) a rating of 1,

while i i i ) woul-d receive a rating of 2 because it combines

real- and unreal elements.

VIVI DNESS (v¡l)

0 - vague or hazy dream with no detail

1 - dream with only a litt1e detail

2 - some detail with a small degree of clarity

3 - moderate amount of detail and claríty

4 - much detail and clarity

5 - very much detail and clarity

This category refers to the degree and clarity of the

dream.

Exampl e s

i )there v¡as a blur of colour, I think

it v¡as colour, in f ront of me.

That's all I can remember.
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i i ) I made out the form of a person or

animal in the distance.

iii)fhere was a person standing in the

di stance.

iv)f could see him standing there. He

was wearing a hat, green I think,

and a raincoat, but I could not

make out his face"

v)Ue was standing quite close. I could

make out a scar on his face and his

tie was brown where it showed at the

top of his overcoat"

vi )nven though he was standing a few

yards away, I could see that his

eye s \{e re bl ue and enc i rc led by

heavy bags. Hi s nose v¡as hooked

and f remarked at the number of

hairs protruding from his nostrils"

The above examples wourd be rated in the order they appear,

i) being given a rating of 0 and vi) a rating of 5"

CHANGE Of SEOUENCE (CS)

This category refers to the break in the continuity of the

dream. À dream which contains seguences which do not

1ogically follow each other, oÍ sequences which lack
continuity because of implied but missinq episodes between

them should be included in this category.
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Examples: i)I was at school. Sudden1y, r was in my

apartment. Next, I was at a race.

i i ) I was preparing to go out. The next t.hing I

know, I was speeding on my way in a car.

Example i) should receive a rating of 2 indicating two

changes of seguence and ii) a rating of 1.

Those dreams showing no change of sequence should be

rated 0.


